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As early as , personal injury lawyers were aware of accidents, injuries, and fatalities caused by
the tread of Firestone tires separating from the tire at high speeds. All but 13 of the fatalities
from these tires took place after In the State of Arizona told Firestone that the tread on its tires
were separating in high temperatures. Firestone replaced those tires with heavier-duty tires. In
July Samuel Boyden, a researcher for State Farm Insurance , received a call from a claims
handler asking for information about tread separation in Firestone tires. Boyden found 21 cases
of accidents caused by tread separation and forwarded the information to NHTSA. Sean Kane, a
researcher at Strategic Safety Consulting, found documents showing that Ford had been
replacing Firestone tires in Venezuela starting in where 46 deaths had occurred. Firestone had
more information about tire failures than Ford did because of warranty claims, but Firestone
never acted on this information because it always blamed consumers for not maintaining their
tires correctly or operating their vehicles in extreme environments, leading to these failures.
The consumer complaints did not reflect the size of the problem because attorneys and their
clients had almost completely stopped using the hotline to report tire failures or other
complaints. Ford argued that the tire design led to higher operating temperatures compared to
similar tires manufactured by Goodyear and that differences in manufacturing at Decatur led to
weaker tires that were more prone to failure. Ford also argued that the size of the wedge, a strip
of rubber between the first and second belts, is smaller in Firestone tires than Michelin tires
making them weaker than comparable Michelin tires. Publicly Firestone argued that Ford's
recommended 26 psi inflation pressure was too low and should have been 30 psi. In the words
of Firestone CEO John Lampe, "When a driver of a vehicle has something happen such as a
tread separation, they should be able to pull over not rollover. Ford argued that the Explorer
was no more dangerous than any other SUV [19] and that the accident rate for Explorers with
Goodyear tires was far lower than for Explorers with Firestone tires. Some outside observers
speculated that both parties were to blame suggesting that [14] Firestone's tires being prone to
tread separation and failure, and the Explorer was especially prone to rolling over if a tire fails at
speed compared to other vehicles. The Ford Explorer was first offered for sale in March This cut
the cost of producing the new Explorer because Ford could use existing facilities, parts, and
robots and would not have to design everything from scratch. Because the Explorer added
more upper cabin weight to the already somewhat higher pickup chassis, it had a higher center
of gravity and was more likely to roll over in the event of an accident. It was also more likely to
sway during sharp turns because it used the same leaf spring suspension that is found on the
Ranger. Ford came up with three options for correcting this problem; use shorter suspension
springs to lower the vehicle half an inch in the front and 1 inch in the back, lower the tire
pressure to give the Explorer a more car-like ride, or widen the wheel base by two inches which
would involve a substantial redesign. One consequence of lowering the tire pressure is
increased tire temperatures which could lead to a tire failure. The first generation Explorer had
one of the lowest fuel economy ratings for any SUV available in the United States, due at least in
part to Ford's recommended tire pressure. To fix the problem Ford reduced the amount of
material in the roof of the Explorer for the second generation that went on sale beginning in The
lighter roof was so weak that it would collapse under the weight of an overturned Explorer if the
windshield were smashed in, a condition that often happened in rollover accidents. This had the
effect of raising the Explorer's center of gravity making it more prone to rolling in an accident or
sharp turn. Firestone argued that the Explorer is poorly designed and exhibits dangerous
oversteer in the foreseeable event that a tire fails while driving. Firestone hired a consulting
engineer to analyze the performance of the Ford Explorer and other SUVs during a tread
separation, this report showed that the Explorer had a greater tendency to oversteer following a
tread separation than other SUVs. NHTSA stated that "[t]he many crashes following tread
separations of tires on these vehicles that are documented in the Firestone claims database and
that have been reported to ODI by consumers and others demonstrate that such a tire failure
can lead to loss of control, particularly when it is a rear tire that fails and the vehicle is being
driven at high speed. However, the fact that a vehicle exhibits linear range oversteer
characteristics following a rear tire tread separation does not, in itself, indicate that the vehicle
contains a safety-related defect. Moreover, the data available to ODI does not indicate that
Explorers The Explorer was redesigned for the model year. The tire pressure was raised to 30
psi, it was widened by 2. Ford asked Firestone to reduce the weight of the ATX tires so that it
could improve the fuel economy of the Explorer. Removing material from the ATX design also
improved the profitability of the tire for Firestone. The Wilderness AT tire was developed in and
was designed to have better snow handling and "irregular wear targets" and had a different
tread design than the ATX tires. In May the Wilderness AT tires were redesigned with a thicker
belt wedge see Tire Design below although the name of the tire was not changed. The defective
ATX and ATX II tires were primarily manufactured at Firestone's Decatur , Illinois factory [1] [30]

which produced tires with a significantly higher failure rate than the other two factories that
manufactured these same tire models, Wilson , North Carolina and Joliette , Quebec. Wilderness
AT tires manufactured before May had higher failure rates regardless of where they were
manufactured and had a safety-related design defect according to NHTSA. The failures all
involved tread separation [31] [32] where the tire tread peeled off from the body of the tire. The
failure of the subject tires "begin as belt-edge separation at the edge of the second belt. This is
the area of highest strain in a steel-belted radial tire, primarily due to the structural discontinuity
created by the abrupt change in modulus from steel to rubber. As separation progressed it
could grow to form large crescent-shaped areas along one or both sides of the tire. If those
areas grew large enough they could separate catastrophically, especially at high speeds where
the separation was aided by the centrifugal force of the spinning tire. Vehicles with
tread-separating tires were difficult to control especially when the failing tire was on a rear
wheel and when the vehicle was moving at a high rate of speed. A vehicle with a
tread-separating rear tire will pull towards the side of the vehicle with the failed tire. The
tread-separating tire was most frequently the left-rear wheel of the vehicle, possibly because of
additional heat from the exhaust, higher weight on the driver side because vehicles are often
driven without any passengers, or because of higher temperatures in the middle of the road
than on the shoulders. The belt wedge and skim rubber compounds change as they age. Skim
rubber is a thin strip of rubber sandwiched between the inner and outer belts and the belt
wedge is a thin strip of rubber installed along the outer edge of the tire between the two steel
belts and in the area of highest stress on the tire. These changes reduce the ability of the tire to
resist crack growth and belt separation. Tires manufactured in Decatur had "reduced fracture
resistance" compared to tires manufactured at Joliette or Wilson. Researchers also tested belt
adhesion strength by measuring the force that it would take to peel a strip of the second belt
from the rest of the tire. The only manufacturing difference in the Decatur factory was in "the
early material mixing stages which results in the production of materials with differing weight
percentages of processing lubricant. A tire's operating temperature will increase with higher
vehicle load, speed, air temperature and with lower tire inflation pressure. The combination of
inflation pressure, speed, and vehicle load could increase the tire temperature as much as 50
degrees C above the ambient air temperature. These results held up even for tires that had zero
percent tread wear. Higher vehicle loads increased belt crack growth rates. Of the four factors
involved in the growth of cracks in the tires, vehicle load was the single most important factor.
Despite these differences, investigators were concerned that Ford Rangers would also see an
increase in tire failures if those tires were not recalled. On Wilderness AT tires the inter-belt
gauge, or a strip of rubber between the two steel belts, was often thinner than Firestone's
minimum specification and the design was thinner than comparable tires from other
manufacturers. The design of the shoulder pocket, a "cavity between the heavy ribs, or lugs,
along the shoulders of the tire. Peel adhesion tests, where a strip of the second belt was pulled
off the body of the tire, showed that Wilderness AT tires were weaker than similar tire models
manufactured by other companies. Wilderness AT tires were comparable in strength to tires
manufactured at the Decatur, IL factory, regardless of which factory the Wilderness AT were
manufactured in. Wilderness AT tires had similar shearography results regardless of which
factory produced them. Cracks and separations were more frequent than similar tires produced
by other manufacturers. In Firestone added a nylon cap to reduce the problem of tread
separation in all of its tire models installed on SUVs. Bridgestone purchased Firestone in to
compete with other large multinational tire companies and took on a considerable amount of
debt to complete the purchase and upgrade Firestone's manufacturing facilities. At that time
Firestone was losing a considerable amount of money each year which put a drain on
Bridgestone's profits. Critics and workers claim that this led Firestone to cut corners on
production and to allow substandard tires to pass inspection that should have been rejected.
This also led Firestone to pressure workers to accept new labor contracts that reduced pay and
benefits and increased the hours that its factories were operating. In a deposition retired
Firestone workers testified that quality control problems at the Decatur factory could have led
workers to manufacture defective tires. One worker stated that, despite getting a company
discount, he'd stopped purchasing Firestone tires years before the crisis developed because of
quality control problems. Industry observers, lawyers and workers claimed that too much of the
solvent could damage the rubber in a tire and could lead to premature tire failures. Yoichiro
Kaizaki, CEO and president of Bridgestone, stated that there were two different standards for
quality control within Bridgestone. If a problem developed in a Bridgestone factory, "our
technology staff would rush to the site [overseas]. But if a problem arose with a Firestone tire,
they wouldn't do anything. There was an element of mistake in that. In January , Firestone and
the URW entered into new contract negotiations with Firestone demanding considerable

concessions from the union. These concessions included switching from an 8-hour workday to
hour alternating shifts so the factory could remain in operation 24 hours a day, a pay cut by 30
percent for new hires, a seven-day workweek instead of five days, hourly workers would
contribute to their healthcare plan, a switch from a piece-rate system to a performance based
system, and senior workers were to lose two weeks of vacation time. By April , the existing
labor contract ended and workers continued to work at the factory until the URW called a
general strike in July at Decatur and four other Firestone facilities. Almost immediately
Firestone began hiring replacement workers at all their facilities and by January Firestone had
hired 2, replacement workers who were paid thirty percent less. Over time union workers started
to cross the picket line and by May there were 1, replacement workers and permanent workers
at Decatur. At that time the URW voted to unconditionally end the strike to block Firestone [47]
from hiring even more replacement workers and then holding a union decertification election.
While the strike ended the labor negotiations continued. Labor negotiations between Firestone
and the USW continued but many union workers could not return to work because their jobs
had been replaced. The union described that time period as "brutal. In December , the USW
finally reached an agreement and all union workers were allowed to return to work. Tires with
the highest rates of failure were manufactured in the months right before the union went on
strike but after labor negotiations had begun, and later after union workers began to cross the
picket line and work without a contract alongside replacement workers. Other studies have
found that labor unrest reduces the quality of work by union members, suggesting that there
should be additional inspections and heightened scrutiny by regulators during strikes. On
August 17, , Ford in Saudi Arabia began replacing Firestone tires on unsold Ford Explorers and
to offer steep discounts on replacement tires to customers who returned to Ford dealers for
regular maintenance. While this was not officially a recall Ford still replaced Firestone tires on 6,
Ford Explorers and Mercury Mountaineers. On August 9, , Firestone issued a recall covering 6.
On August 21, , Ford halted production at three truck assembly plants so that 70, tires could be
diverted towards the recall effort. Both Ford and Firestone looked for replacement tires
internationally. NHTSA concluded that the rubber wedge between the outer edge of the two
belts was not thick enough on Wilderness AT tires and not strong enough to resist crack
formation and growth. Sixty-two people were killed and more than people were injured in the
United States as a result of these failures. A large number of lawsuits were filed against both
Ford and Firestone. The result of most lawsuits were kept confidential but one attorney
estimated that Ford settled 1, cases regarding the safety of the Explorer. By February , when
KHOU in Texas ran a story about tire failures on Ford Explorers, Firestone had recorded
personal injury claims, 2, property damage claims, and was a defendant in 66 lawsuits. Lawyers
for the plaintiffs argued that both Ford and Firestone knew of the dangers but did nothing, and
that Ford knew that the Explorer was highly prone to rollovers. Firestone argued that Ford's
recommended inflation pressure of 26 psi was too low and should have been 30 psi and that the
Explorer was an especially dangerous vehicle prone to rollovers. Ford first accused Firestone of
withholding data that Ford needed to determine which tires might be unsafe. Firestone then
accused Ford of withholding safety data concerning the design of the Explorer. After Firestone
agreed to the initial recall of Ford executives were concerned that NHTSA might decide that the
Wilderness AT tires would not meet future safety standards and decided to recall these tires on
their own. Firestone's Decatur plant was closed in December and all 1, employees were laid off.
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Heater only. Manual heating and air conditioning. Rear window defroster. Turn signal control.
Bulb replacement. Driver Controls. Steering wheel adjustment. Power windows. Speed control.
Remote audio controls. Locks and Security. Anti-theft system. Owners Guide postfmt. USA fus.
Automobile Ford Fusion Owner's Manual pages. Ford five hundred automobile owner's manual
pages. Ford crown victoria automobile owner's manual pages. Ford motor company ford
mustang owner's guide pages. Page 3 Ford Motor Company. Ford may change the contents
without notice and without incurring obligation. Page 4: Introduction State of California to cause
cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. Please take the time to get well acquainted
with your vehicle by reading this handbook. The more you know and understand about your
vehicle, the greater the safety and pleasure you will derive from driving it. In this guide, answers
to such questions are contained in comments highlighted by the warning triangle symbol.
These comments should be read and observed. Page 6 In order to properly diagnose and
service your vehicle, Ford Motor Company, Ford of Canada, and service and repair facilities
may access vehicle diagnostic information through a direct connection to your vehicle when
diagnosing or servicing your vehicle. Page 7 Introduction To access this information, special
equipment must be directly connected to the recording modules. Ford Motor Company and Ford
of Canada do not access event data recorder information without obtaining consent, unless
pursuant to court order or where required by law enforcement, other government authorities or
other third parties acting with lawful authority. Page 8: Vehicle Symbol Glossary Introduction
These are some of the symbols you may see on your vehicle. Many lights will illuminate when
you start your vehicle to make sure the bulb works. Page 11 Instrument Cluster converter. Drive
in a moderate fashion avoid heavy acceleration and deceleration and have your vehicle serviced
immediately by your authorized dealer. Under engine misfire conditions, excessive exhaust
temperatures could damage the catalytic converter, the fuel system, interior floor coverings or
other vehicle components, possibly causing a fire. Page 12 Instrument Cluster Airbag
readiness: If this light fails to illuminate when ignition is turned to ON, continues to flash or

remains on, have the system serviced immediately by your authorized dealer. A chime will also
sound when a malfunction in the supplemental restraint system has been detected. Safety belt:
Reminds you to fasten your safety belt. If the light remains on, have the system serviced
immediately, refer to the Driving chapter for more information. Low fuel: Illuminates when the
fuel level in the fuel tank is at or near empty refer to Fuel gauge in this chapter. Engine coolant
temperature gauge: Indicates engine coolant temperature. At normal operating temperature, the
needle will be in the normal range. If it enters the red section, the engine is overheating. Stop
the vehicle as soon as safely possible, switch off the engine and let the engine cool. Page 15
Instrument Cluster Odometer: Registers the total miles kilometers of the vehicle. Trip odometer:
Registers the miles kilometers of individual journeys. To reset, depress the reset control.
Tachometer if equipped : Indicates the engine speed in revolutions per minute. Driving with
your tachometer pointer continuously at the top of the scale may damage the engine. Press
again to return to the playing media. Page 18 Entertainment Systems Speed sensitive volume:
Radio volume automatically adjusts according to vehicle speed to compensate for road and
wind noise. Rate 7 compensates the most volume at higher speeds. Setting the clock: Upon
initial battery connect, this function is displayed first among MENU functions. Page 19
Entertainment Systems Fast forward: Press and hold to manually advance the CD. Rewind:
Press and hold to manually reverse the CD. Page 22 Entertainment Systems 5. Seek up: Press
for next strong station or CD track. Press and hold for continuous seek functionality. Text:
Press in CD mode to display track title, artist and album title. This feature will only function if
the CDs are manufactured with the CD text feature. Page 23 Entertainment Systems Page 24
Due to technical incompatibility, certain recordable and re-recordable compact discs may not
function correctly when used in Ford CD players. Air flow selections: Controls the direction of
the airflow in the cabin. See the following for a brief description on each control. Adjust the
temperature control to maintain comfort. Set the fan speed to the highest setting. Direct the
outer instrument panel vents toward the side windows. To increase airflow to the outer
instrument panel vents, close the vents located in the middle of the instrument panel. Page 27
Climate Controls 5. Temperature selection: Controls the temperature of the airflow in the cabin.
Press the rear defroster control to clear the rear window of thin ice and fog. The ignition must
be in the ON position to operate the rear window defroster. Turns on the parking lamps,
instrument panel lamps, license plate lamps and tail lamps. Turns the headlamps on. High
beams Pull the lever towards you to activate. Pull the lever towards you again to deactivate.
Flash to pass Pull toward you slightly to activate and release to deactivate. Page 30 Lights
Foglamp control if equipped The headlamp control also operates the foglamps. The foglamps
can be turned on when the headlamp control is in the or the position and the high beams are
not turned on. Pull headlamp control towards you to turn foglamps on. Page Turn Signal
Control Lights 4. On the wall or screen you will observe an area of high intensity light. The top
of the high intensity area should touch the horizontal reference line. If not, the beam will need to
be adjusted. Locate the vertical adjuster on each headlamp, then use a 7 mm Allen wrench or a
Phillips screwdriver to adjust the headlamp Theater dimming: The dome lamp dims about 20
seconds after the doors are closed. When moist air enters the headlamp s through the vents,
there is a possibility that condensation can occur. Replacing headlamp bulbs 1. Make sure the
headlamp control is in the OFF position and open the hood. Remove the bulb socket from the
lamp assembly by turning counterclockwise. Pull the bulb straight out of the socket. Make sure
the headlamp control is in the OFF position and then open the trunk. From inside the luggage
compartment remove the three wing nuts of the light housing. Page 36 Lights Replacing side
marker bulbs 1. Make sure the headlamp control is in the OFF position. Remove the front shield
from the bumper. Reach under the front fender, grasp the bulb socket and turn it
counterclockwise to remove it. Remove the screws using a Torx T20 screwdriver and then
remove the plastic cover. Unclip the bulb holder from the reflector. Page 38 Lights Replacing
interior lamps 1. Make sure the headlamp switch is in the OFF position. Switch off the interior
lamps. Pry out the light assembly with a flat screwdriver at the side opposite the switch. Install
in reverse order. Replacing reading bulbs 1. For intermittent operation, move control up one
position and adjust the rotary control to the desired speed. For normal operation, move control
up two positions. For high speed operation, move control up three positions. Mist function: To
mist, push and release the windshield washer control quickly. Return the lever to its original
position to secure the wheel. The telescope function is adjusted by moving the wheel toward
the driver to telescope out and toward the instrument panel to telescope in. Page Power
Windows Driver Controls To prevent the battery from being discharged, do not use the power
point longer than necessary when the engine is not running. Always keep the power point caps
closed when not being used. Cigar lighter if equipped Do not plug optional electrical
accessories into the cigarette lighter socket. Page Mirrors Driver Controls Window lock The

window lock feature allows only the driver to operate the power windows. To lock out all the
rear window controls slide the control to the left. Slide the control to the right to restore the
window controls. Page 44 Driver Controls Do not use the speed control in heavy traffic or on
roads that are winding, slippery or unpaved. Setting speed control The controls for using your
speed control are located on the steering wheel for your convenience. Press the ON control and
release 2. This will automatically return the vehicle to the previously set speed. Increasing
speed while using speed control There are two ways to set a higher speed Turning off speed
control Press the speed control OFF control. Note: When you turn off the speed control or the
ignition, your speed control set speed memory is erased. Page 47 Driver Controls the
instrument panel to seek to the next radio station down the frequency band or the previous CD
track. Press and release to move to the next preset radio station, or the next Press in all modes
to abort a traffic message during broadcasting. Do not let children play with the moon roof or
leave children unattended in the vehicle. Position the floor mat so that the eyelet is over the
pointed end of the retention post and rotate forward to lock in. Page 50 Driver Controls To
reduce the risk of injury, the luggage cover must be properly attached to the mounting clips. Do
not place any objects on the cargo area cover. They may obstruct your vision or strike
occupants of the vehicle in the case of a sudden stop or collision. The load must be placed
directly on the dealer installed cross-bars if equipped and luggage rack. You should always
carry a second key with you in a safe place in case you require it in an emergency. Your keys
are coded to your vehicle; using a non-coded key will not permit your vehicle to start. If the
procedure needs to be repeated, you must wait 30 seconds. The childproof locks are located on
rear edge of each rear door and must be set separately for each door. The handle is composed
of a material that will glow for hours in darkness following brief exposure to ambient light.
Operation is subject to the following two conditions: 1 This device may not cause harmful
interference, and 2 This device must accept any interference received, including interference
that may cause undesired operation. Page 57 Locks and Security Unlocking the doors 1. Note:
The interior lamps will illuminate. With the all-door remote entry, press and release again within
three seconds to unlock all the doors. The remote entry system activates the illuminated entry
feature. This feature turns on the interior lamps for 25 seconds or until the ignition is turned to
the 3 ON position. Page 58 Locks and Security Opening the luggage compartment Press once to
open the luggage compartment. Page 59 Locks and Security 4. Insert the new battery. Refer to
the diagram inside the remote entry transmitter for the correct orientation of the battery. Press
the battery down to ensure that the battery is fully seated in the battery housing cavity. Use of
these systems may result in vehicle starting problems and a loss of security protection. Note:
Large metallic objects, electronic devices that are used to purchase gasoline or similar items, or
a second coded key on the same key chain may cause vehicle starting issues. Page 61 Locks
and Security Replacing coded keys can be very costly. Store an extra programmed key away
from the vehicle in a safe place to help prevent any inconveniences. Please visit an authorized
dealer to purchase additional spare or replacement keys. Programming spare keys You can
program your own coded keys to your vehicle. Page 62 Locks and Security Keep the ignition in
the 3 ON position for at least one second, but no more than 10 seconds. Your new,
unprogrammed key is now programmed. Do not pile cargo higher than the seatbacks to reduce
the risk of injury in a collision or sudden stop. Page 65 Seating and Safety Restraints Adjusting
the front manual seat Sitting improperly out of position or with the seat back reclined too far
can take off weight from the seat cushion and affect the decision of the passenger sensing
system, resulting in serious injury or death in a crash. Page 66 Seating and Safety Restraints
Lift the control to adjust the angle of the seatback. Heated seats if equipped The heated seats
switch is located on the center console. The seat can be slid forward to allow easier entry to the
rear seats. Slide the seat back and fold back the seatback until it locks with a distinct click.
Page 68 Seating and Safety Restraints Before returning the seatback to its original position,
make sure that cargo or any objects are not trapped behind the seatback. After returning the
seatback to its original position, pull on the seatback to ensure that it has fully latched. An
unlatched seat may become dangerous in the event of a sudden stop or collision. Page Safety
Restraints Seating and Safety Restraints Before returning the seatback to its original position,
make sure that cargo or any objects are not trapped behind the seatback. Page 71 Seating and
Safety Restraints Front crash severity sensor The front crash severity sensor enhances the
ability to detect the severity of an impact. Positioned up front, it provides valuable information
early in the crash event on the severity of the impact. This allows your Personal Safety System
to distinguish between different levels of crash severity and modify the deployment strategy of
the Page 72 Seating and Safety Restraints restrain children in the rear seat. The sensor also
turns off the airbag when the passenger seat is empty to prevent unnecessary replacement of
the airbag s after a collision. The tone pattern will repeat periodically until the problem and

warning light are repaired. Page 74 Seating and Safety Restraints Each seating position in your
vehicle has a specific safety belt assembly which is made up of one buckle and one tongue that
are designed to be used as a pair. Page 75 Seating and Safety Restraints The front outboard and
rear safety restraints in the vehicle are combination lap and shoulder belts. The front passenger
and rear seat safety belts have two types of locking modes. Vehicle sensitive mode The vehicle
sensitive mode is the normal retractor mode, allowing free shoulder belt length adjustment to
your movements and locking in response to vehicle movement. Page 76 This indicates the
safety belt is now in the automatic locking mode. How to disengage the automatic locking mode
Ford Motor Company recommends that all passenger safety belt assemblies and attaching
hardware should be inspected by an authorized dealer after any collision to verify that the
automatic locking retractor feature for child seats is still working properly. Page 77 Seating and
Safety Restraints Three door models are equipped with a safety belt parking feature for the
driver and front passenger. The purpose of the parking feature is to allow the driver or
passenger to reach the safety belt. Fasten your safety belt as normal, and the belt will slide to
the front of the steel bar along the bottom of the door. Page 78 if equipped , shoulder belt guide
on seatback if equipped , child safety seat LATCH and tether anchors, and attaching hardware,
should be inspected after a collision. Ford Motor Company recommends that all safety belt
assemblies in use in vehicles involved in a collision be replaced. Page 80 Seating and Safety
Restraints If Page 81 Seating and Safety Restraints Reasons given If you are uncomfortable - try
different positions for the safety belt upper anchorage and seatback which should be as upright
as possible; Sitting on the safety belt will increase the risk of injury in an accident. To disable
one-time or deactivate the BeltMinder feature please follow the directions stated below. For the
seating position being disabled, at a moderate speed, buckle then unbuckle the safety belt 9
times, ending in the unbuckled state. Step 3 must be completed within 50 seconds after the
safety belt warning light turns off. Page 84 Seating and Safety Restraints Airbags DO NOT
inflate slowly or gently, and the risk of injury from a deploying airbag is the greatest close to the
trim covering the airbag module. Important SRS precautions The SRS is designed to work with
the safety belt to help protect the driver and right front passenger from certain upper body
injuries. Page 85 Seating and Safety Restraints Do not put anything on or over the airbag
module. Placing objects on or over the airbag inflation area may cause those objects to be
propelled by the airbag into your face and torso causing serious injury. Do not attempt to
service, repair, or modify the airbag supplemental restraint systems or its fuses. Page 86
Seating and Safety Restraints How does the airbag supplemental restraint system work? The
airbag SRS is designed to activate when the vehicle sustains longitudinal deceleration sufficient
to cause the sensors to close an electrical circuit that initiates airbag inflation. The fact that the
airbags did not inflate in a collision does not mean that something is wrong with the system.
Page 87 Seating and Safety Restraints Several air bag system components get hot after
inflation. Do not touch them after inflation. If the air bag has deployed, the air bag will not
function again and must be replaced immediately. If the air bag is not replaced, the unrepaired
area will increase the risk of injury in a collision. Page 90 Seating and Safety Restraints The
front passenger sensing system may detect small or medium objects placed on the seat
cushion. For most objects that are in the front passenger seat, the passenger airbag will be
disabled. Even though the passenger airbag is disabled, the pass airbag off lamp may or may
not be illuminated according to the table below. Determining if the system is operational The
supplemental restraint system uses a warning indicator light in the instrument cluster or a
back-up tone to indicate the condition of the system. Page 93 Seating and Safety Restraints Do
not attempt to service, repair, or modify the airbag SRS, its fuses or the seat cover on a seat
containing an airbag. See your authorized dealer. All occupants of the vehicle should always
wear their safety belts even when an airbag SRS is provided. Page Child Restraints Seating and
Safety Restraints The fact that the airbags did not inflate in a collision does not mean that
something is wrong with the system. Rather, it means the forces were not of the type sufficient
to cause activation. Side airbags are designed to inflate in side-impact collisions, not roll-over,
rear-impact, frontal or near-frontal collisions, unless the collision causes sufficient lateral
deceleration. Page 95 Seating and Safety Restraints Do not leave children, unreliable adults, or
pets unattended in your vehicle. Safety belts and seats can become hot in a vehicle that has
been closed up in sunny weather, they could burn a small child. Check seat covers and buckles
before you place a child anywhere near them. Page 96 To improve the fit of both the lap and
shoulder belt on children who have outgrown child safety seats, Ford Motor Company
recommends use of a belt-positioning booster. Booster seats position a child so that safety
belts fit better. They lift the child up so that the lap belt rests low across the hips and the knees
bend comfortably. Page 98 Seating and Safety Restraints Children and booster seats vary
widely in size and shape. Choose a booster that keeps the lap belt low and snug across the

hips, never up across the stomach, and lets you adjust the shoulder belt to cross the chest and
rest snugly near the center of the shoulder. Page 99 80 lb. Ford recommends the use of a child
safety seat having a top tether strap. Page Seating and Safety Restraints tether anchors. For
more information on top tether straps and anchors, refer to Attaching safety seats with tether
straps in this chapter. Page Seating and Safety Restraints 2. Pull down on the shoulder belt and
then grasp the shoulder belt and lap belt together. Page Seating and Safety Restraints 5. To put
the retractor in the automatic locking mode, grasp the shoulder portion of the belt and pull
downward until all of the belt is pulled out and a click is heard. Allow the belt to retract. The belt
will click as it retracts to indicate it is in the automatic locking mode. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints Attaching child safety seats with tether straps Most new forward-facing child safety
seats include a tether strap which goes over the back of the seat and hooks to an anchoring
point. Tether straps are available as an accessory for many older safety seats. Contact the
manufacturer of your child seat for information about ordering a tether strap. On a sedan, open
the tether anchor cover. Page Seating and Safety Restraints 7. If the safety seat is not anchored
properly, the risk of a child being injured in a collision greatly increases. Attaching child safety
seats with Lower Anchor and Tethers for Children LATCH attachments for child seat anchors
Some child safety seats have two rigid or webbing mounted attachments that connect to two
anchors at specific seating positions in your vehicle. Department of Transportation-Tire quality
grades: The U. Department of Transportation requires Ford Motor Company to give you the
following information about tire grades exactly as the government has written it. Page Tires,
Wheels and Loading The traction grade assigned to this tire is based on straight-ahead braking
traction tests, and does not include acceleration, cornering, hydroplaning or peak traction
characteristics. Page Tire Inflation including spare, if equipped. Inflate all tires to the inflation
pressure recommended by Ford Motor Company. Use a tire gauge to check the tire inflation
pressure, including the spare if equipped , at least monthly and before long trips. You are
strongly Page Always inflate your tires to the Ford recommended inflation pressure even if it is
less than the maximum inflation pressure information found on the tire. Page Tires, Wheels and
Loading To check the pressure in your tire s : 1. Make sure the tires are cool, meaning they are
not hot from driving even a mile. Note: If you have to drive a distance to get air for your tire s ,
check and record the tire pressure first and add the appropriate air pressure when you get to
the pump. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading Improper or inadequate vehicle maintenance can
cause tires to wear abnormally. Page Only use replacement tires and wheels that are the same
size and type such as P-metric versus LT-metric or all-season versus all-terrain as those
originally provided by Ford. Use of any tire or wheel not recommended by Ford can affect the
safety and performance of your vehicle, which could result in an increased risk of loss of
vehicle control, vehicle rollover, personal injury and death. Drive slowly to the closest safe area
out of traffic. Note: If your tires show uneven wear ask an authorized dealer to check for and
correct any wheel misalignment, tire imbalance or mechanical problem involved before tire
rotation. The definitions of these items are listed below. Note that the tire size, load index and
speed rating for your vehicle may be different from this example. Page Tires, Wheels and
Loading Note: You may not find this information on all tires because it is not required by federal
law. Note: The temporary tire size for your vehicle may be different from this example. To
operate the vehicle with snow chains these tires must be purchased and mounted separately.
Page Tires, Wheels and Loading Vehicle Curb Weight â€” is the weight of your new vehicle
when you picked it up from your authorized dealer plus any aftermarket equipment. Cargo
Weight â€” includes all weight added to the Base Curb Weight, including cargo and optional
equipment. GVWR Gross Vehicle Weight Rating â€” is the maximum allowable weight of the
fully loaded vehicle including all options, equipment, passengers and cargo. GCWR Gross
Combined Weight Rating â€” is the maximum allowable weight of the vehicle and the loaded
trailer â€” including all cargo and passengers â€” Page Tires, Wheels and Loading 2. Determine
the combined weight of the driver and passengers that will be riding in your vehicle. The
resulting figure equals the available amount of cargo and luggage load capacity. Now you have
the load capacity to transport the cement and your friend home. Preparing to tow Use the
proper equipment for towing a trailer and make sure it is properly attached to your vehicle. Page
Tires, Wheels and Loading authorized dealer or trailer rental agency for proper instructions and
equipment for hooking up trailer lamps. The speed control may shut off automatically when you
are towing on long, steep grades. These guidelines are designed to ensure that your
transmission is not damaged due to insufficient lubrication. LOCK, locks the steering wheel,
automatic transaxle gearshift lever and allows key removal. OFF, shuts the engine and all
electrical accessories off without locking the steering wheel. ON, all electrical circuits
operational. Page Driving If you smell exhaust fumes inside your vehicle, have your dealer
inspect your vehicle immediately. Do not drive if you smell exhaust fumes. Important safety

precautions When the engine starts, the idle RPM runs faster to warm the engine. If the engine
idle speed does not slow down automatically, have the vehicle checked. Page Driving If starting
a vehicle with a manual transaxle: 1. Make sure the parking brake is set. Push the clutch pedal
to the floor. Some warning lights will briefly illuminate. See Warning lights and chimes in the
Instrument Cluster chapter for more information regarding the warning lights. Page Brakes
Driving If you smell exhaust fumes inside your vehicle, have your dealer inspect your vehicle
immediately. Important ventilating information If the engine is idling while the vehicle is stopped
for a long period of time, open the windows at least one inch 2. This system helps you maintain
steering control during emergency stops by keeping the brakes from locking. To release, press
and hold the button 2 , pull the handle up slightly, then push the handle down. Always set the
parking brake fully and make sure that the gearshift is securely latched in P Park automatic
transmission or in 1 First manual transmission. Page Transmission Operation Driving The
Traction Control switch is located on the center console, by the gearshift lever. The Traction
Control system will automatically turn on every time the ignition is turned off and on. If you
should become stuck in snow or ice or on a very slippery road surface, try switching the
Traction Control system off by pressing the switch. Page Driving If you cannot move the
gearshift lever out of P Park with ignition in the ON position and the brake pedal depressed: 1.
Apply the parking brake, turn ignition key to LOCK, then remove the key. When the key is in the
ignition and in the OFF position, the automatic transmission shift lever can be moved from the P
Park position without the brake pedal depressed. Page Driving Understanding the gearshift
positions of the 4â€”speed automatic transaxle This vehicle is equipped with an adaptive
Transmission Shift Strategy. Adaptive Shift Strategy offers the optimal transmission operation
and shift quality. Always come to a complete stop before shifting into and out of R Reverse. N
Neutral With the gearshift lever in N Neutral , the vehicle can be started and is free to roll. If your
vehicle gets stuck in mud or snow If your vehicle gets stuck in mud or snow, it may be rocked
out by shifting between forward and reverse gears, stopping between shifts in a steady pattern.
Never drive through water that is higher than the bottom of the wheel rims for cars or the
bottom of the hubs for trucks. Page Roadside Emergencies 36, miles 60, km , whichever occurs
first on Ford and Mercury vehicles, and four years or 50, miles 80, km on Lincoln vehicles. Page
Hazard Flasher Switch 1â€”â€”â€”; Lincoln vehicle customers call 1â€”â€”â€” Canadian
customers who require roadside assistance, call 1â€”â€”â€” If you need to arrange roadside
assistance for yourself, Ford Motor Company will reimburse a reasonable amount. To obtain
reimbursement information, U. Ford or Mercury vehicles customers call 1â€”â€”â€”; After an
accident, if the engine cranks but does not start, this switch may have been activated. Page
Roadside Emergencies The fuses are coded as follows. See your authorized dealer for service
of this fuse. Power distribution box The power distribution box is located in the engine
compartment. Page Roadside Emergencies To remove a fuse, use the fuse puller tool provided
on the power distribution box cover. Page Changing Tires Ford. If the dissimilar spare tire or
wheel is damaged, it should be replaced rather than repaired. Page Roadside Emergencies 1.
Page Roadside Emergencies If the vehicle slips off the jack, you or someone else could be
seriously injured. Place gearshift lever in P Park automatic transaxle or R Reverse manual
transaxle , turn engine OFF, and block the diagonally opposite wheel. Page Roadside
Emergencies 5. Note: To avoid damage to the wheel cover, the 6â€”spoke wheel cover cannot
be removed until the tire is off the vehicle. Page Lug Nut Torque M12 x 1. Use only Ford
recommended replacement fasteners. When a wheel is installed, always remove any corrosion,
dirt or foreign materials present on the mounting surfaces of the wheel or the surface of the
wheel hub, brake drum or brake disc that contacts the wheel. An explosion could result in injury
or vehicle damage. Batteries contain sulfuric acid which can burn skin, eyes and clothing, if
contacted. Do not attempt to push-start your vehicle. Page Roadside Emergencies Connecting
the jumper cables 1. Note: In the illustrations, lightning bolts are used to designate the assisting
boosting battery. Page Roadside Emergencies 3. Connect the negative - cable to the negative terminal of the assisting battery. Once the disabled vehicle has been started, run both engines
for an additional three minutes before disconnecting the jumper cables. Removing the jumper
cables Remove the jumper cables in the reverse order that they were connected. Remove the
jumper cable from the ground metal surface. After the disabled vehicle has been started and the
jumper cables removed, allow it to idle for several minutes so the engine computer can relearn
its idle conditions. Page Wrecker Towing It is recommended that your vehicle be towed with a
wheel lift or flatbed equipment. Do not tow with a slingbelt. Ford Motor Company has not
approved a slingbelt towing procedure. If your vehicle is to be towed from the rear using wheel
lift equipment, the front wheels drive wheels must be placed on a dolly to prevent damage to the
transmission. Away from home If you own a Ford or Mercury vehicle and are away from home
when your vehicle needs service, or if you need more help than the authorized dealer could

provide, after following the steps described above, contact the Ford Customer Relationship
Center to find an authorized dealer to help you. Page If you own a Lincoln vehicle and are away
from home when your vehicle needs service, or if you need more help than the authorized
dealer could provide, after following the steps described above, contact the Ford Customer
Relationship Center to find an authorized dealer to help you. Page Customer Assistance In
some states in the U. Ford is also allowed a final repair attempt in some states. Page You are
not bound by the decision but may choose to accept it. If the arbitrator has decided in Page
United States and Canada, provided by a network of more than 4, participating authorized
dealers. If you did not take advantage of the Ford Extended Service Plan at the time of
purchasing your vehicle, you may still be eligible. Since this Page The use of leaded fuel in your
vehicle without proper conversion may damage the effectiveness of your emission control
system and may cause engine knocking or serious engine damage. Page Reporting Safety
Defects U. The high-pressure fluid could penetrate the sealed parts and cause damage. These
may include hot wax treatments used by commercial car washes, water repellant coatings, tree
sap, or other organic contamination; These quality products have been specifically engineered
to fulfill your automotive needs; they are custom designed to complement the style and
appearance of your vehicle. If your vehicle requires professional service, your authorized dealer
can provide the necessary parts and service. Set the parking brake and shift to P Park. Block
the wheels. Set the parking brake, depress the clutch and place the gearshift in N Neutral.
Windshield washer fluid reservoir 2. Engine coolant reservoir 3. Engine oil filler cap 4. Power
distribution box 6. Battery 7. Automatic transaxle fluid dipstick if equipped 8. Page In very cold
weather, do not fill the reservoir completely. Do not use any special washer fluid such as
windshield water repellent type fluid or bug wash. They may cause squeaking, chatter noise,
streaking and smearing. Page Engine Oil Maintenance and Specifications Poor wiper quality can
be improved by cleaning the wiper blades and the windshield, refer to Windows and wiper
blades in the Cleaning chapter. To prolong the life of the wiper blades, it is highly recommended
to scrape off the ice on the windshield before turning on the wipers. Page Battery Change your
engine oil and filter according to the appropriate schedule listed in scheduled maintenance
information. Ford production and aftermarket Motorcraft oil filters are designed for added
engine protection and long life. If a replacement oil filter is used that does not meet Ford
material and design specifications, start-up engine noises or knock may be experienced. Lift the
battery with a battery carrier or with your hands on opposite corners. Page Engine Coolant
Maintenance and Specifications If the battery has been disconnected or a new battery has been
installed, the clock and the preset radio stations must be reset once the battery is reconnected.
Follow your local authorized standards for disposal. Page Maintenance and Specifications
When the engine is cold, check the level of the engine coolant in the reservoir. Mixing
Motorcraft Specialty Orange Engine Coolant or any orange-colored extended life product with
your factory filled coolant can result in degraded corrosion protection. Page Recycled engine
coolant Ford Motor Company does NOT recommend the use of recycled engine coolant in
vehicles originally equipped with Motorcraft Premium Gold Engine Coolant since a
Ford-approved recycling process is not yet available. If the engine reaches a preset
over-temperature condition, the engine will automatically switch to alternating cylinder
operation. Refer to scheduled maintenance information for the appropriate intervals for
changing the fuel filter. Replace the fuel filter with an authorized Motorcraft part. The customer
warranty may be void for any damage to the fuel system if an authorized Motorcraft fuel filter is
not used. Fuel such as gasoline is highly toxic and if swallowed can cause death or permanent
injury. Page Maintenance and Specifications Refueling Fuel vapor burns violently and a fuel fire
can cause severe injuries. Page The customer warranty may be void for any damage to the fuel
tank or fuel system if the correct genuine Ford or Motorcraft fuel filler cap is not used. The fuel
system may be under pressure. If the fuel filler cap is venting vapor or if you hear a hissing
sound, wait until it stops before completely removing the fuel filler cap. Page Ask your fuel
supplier about gasolines that meet the World-wide Fuel Charter. Running out of fuel Avoid
running out of fuel because this situation may have an adverse effect on powertrain
components. Your results will be most accurate if your filling method is consistent. Calculating
fuel economy 1. Fill the fuel tank completely and record the initial odometer reading in miles or
kilometers. Page If other than Ford, Motorcraft or Ford-authorized parts are used for
maintenance replacements or for service of components affecting emission control, such
non-Ford parts should be equivalent to genuine Ford Motor Company parts in performance and
durability. Page Maintenance and Specifications Exhaust leaks may result in entry of harmful
and potentially lethal fumes into the passenger compartment. Do not make any unauthorized
changes to your vehicle or engine. By law, vehicle owners and anyone who manufactures,
repairs, services, sells, leases, trades vehicles, or supervises a fleet of vehicles are not

permitted to intentionally remove an emission control device or prevent it from working. If the
indicator is on, refer to the description in the Warning lights and chimes section of the
Instrument Cluster chapter. The fluid level will drop slowly as the brakes wear, and will rise
when the brake components are replaced. Page Maintenance and Specifications 6. Install the
dipstick making sure it is fully seated in the filler tube. Remove the dipstick and inspect the fluid
level. The fluid should be in the designated areas for normal operating temperature. Low fluid
level Do not drive the vehicle if the fluid level is at the bottom of the dipstick and the outside
temperatures are Page 5. Install and tighten the fill plug securely. Use only fluid that meets Ford
specifications. Refer to Lubricant specifications in this chapter. Replace the PCV valve with one
that meets Ford material and design specifications for your vehicle, such as a Motorcraft or
equivalent replacement part. The customer warranty may be void for any damage to the
emissions system if such a PCV valve is not used. Page Use of synthetic or synthetic blend
motor oil is not mandatory. Please note that in the graphic, XXXX is representative of your
vehicle identification number. The following table tells you which transmission or transaxle
each code represents. These quality accessories have been specifically engineered to fulfill
your automotive needs; they are custom designed to complement the style and aerodynamic
appearance of your vehicle. Page Index Index maintenance-free Page Cruise control
specifications Page Index Fuel Page Index Lane change indicator Power distribution box see
Turn signal Page Index Occupant Classification label Page Index Washer fluid Print page 1 Print
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Boeing and Jet Blue believes electric aircraft motors of varying sizes are ideally suited to this
critical need, requiring little support other than a GPS flightpath and a quick recharge or swap
facility on the tarmac. Zunum claims that its proposed aircraft will cut airfares by 40 and 80
percent, curb carbon emissions by 80 percent and cut community noise by 75 percent, opening
up the possibility of around-the-clock flights at smaller airports. They expect to have all electric
planes in the s, as electric battery and electric aircraft motor technology improves. This week
sees the launch of a new trial of electric vehicles at Heathrow to test the viability of electric
power-trains used in the highly demanding context of daily airport operations. In addition to
Heathrow Airport Limited, who support a potential switch to zero-emission ground based
vehicles, British Airways, LSG SkyChefs and Gate Gourmet will be using the electric vehicles
within their normal fleet to better understand the suitability or otherwise of EVs for their
operations. In addition to the fleet of almost electric baggage tugs already in use, we see
considerable potential for other electric ground support equipment such as cargo loaders and
pushback tractors , as well as the latest on-road electric cars and vans now available in the UK.
The Clean Vehicle Partnership facilitates collaborative working amongst Heathrow fleet
operators as well as providing advice, guidance and training to reduce emissions. This trial
gives fleet operators more experience of using electric vehicles and the opportunity to test their

suitability for both airside use and on the road. The EV trial will allows vehicle operators on the
airport to experience and better understand the capabilities of Kangoo van ZE in this
environment. Information about the trials will also be available on the CVP website. The rear
electric atv motor is visible mounted on the rear axle of the Barefoot Motors electric ATV
prototype Electric all-terrain vehicles may not impress the dune-and trail-riding crowd that rides
for recreation, but a few small companies expect organic farmers and vineyard growers will pay
a premium to gather cattle and spray vines without the carbon footprint of a gas vehicle. While
automakers are toiling to produce electric cars that will fit the demands of American drivers,
Ashland-based Barefoot Motors is on the verge of turning out heavy-duty electric ATVs that can
go 50 miles on a charge costing about 90 cents. She'd like to haul her spraying equipment
without fogging the vines with exhaust fumes, and the electric ATV motors could get free power
from the vineyard's solar panels. It's even more cost-efficient for farms producing their own
power from solar panels or manure digesters, and as gas prices go up. Barefoot is not the first
electric ATV coming to market. Bad Boy Buggies in Natchez, Mississippi, has vehicles intended
for hunters. The high price of Barefoot's model comes from the lithium iron phosphate batteries,
the same technology General Motors is putting in the Chevrolet Volt electric car. Some have
gone to underground mining operations and electric utilities where the lack of exhaust and
short turning radius are a plus. But Scheder-Bieschin said customers don't have to compromise
on performance, as long as their needs fit the vehicle. Farms smaller than 1, acres are perfect
for using electric ATV motors. The vehicle can work the morning, get recharged at lunch, and go
back out in the afternoon, all while staying close to their power source. There may be people
who love their noise, who love their Harleys. But a guy going up and down the rows of a
vineyard doesn't like the noise, doesn't like the fumes. If we can get 10, of those guys every year
we'll be happy. But he finds it hard to justify the expense of buying an electric ATV for gathering
cows and fixing fences until there are tax incentives. Barefoot's majority owner, Mary Jo
Gresens, said the company plans to start slowly, producing vehicles in the first year and
growing with the awareness of global warming. But engineers Dave Mounce and Eli Schless
have put the production model together from the ground up, taking care to reduce drag from
things like brakes and improve efficiency from the drivetrain and steering, which translates into
greater range. Components will be outsourced - batteries from China, most of the rest from the
US - and assembled in Ashland. Barefoot expects to expand its staff from five people to as
many as 15 when production gets going. The company started in Santa Rosa, California, in , and
moved to Oregon to be closer to the growing organic farming and vineyard market and take
advantage of Gov. Ted Kulongoski's efforts to promote green energy. Current tax credits for
electric vehicles apply only to on-road vehicles, but the budget pending in the Legislature would
go even further to promote renewable sources of electricity, particularly solar, said Jillian
Schoene, a spokeswoman for the governor. The driving experience is unrivalled while able to
haul four people with plenty of room for cargo. It is much more technologically advanced than
the Stealth 4x4 , both the Stealth Nighthawk and Stealth Apache models. The increased ground
clearance and independent coil over front suspension offers superior performance in and
around all types of terrain. The HuntVe 4x4 standard equipped 4 wheel braking and
programmable motor braking will enable you to travel down the hills just as easily as you
traveled up them. With the outstanding handling characteristics of the self adjusting rack and
pinion steering combined with unprecedented turning radius you can easily maneuver around
in the smallest areas. Not only will you experience more game but with the patented comfort
ride system you will also enjoy your hunting experience roaming quietly in and around your
property. With just a little routine maintenance your HuntVe will be worry free for years to come.
For less demanding environments the HuntVe 4x2 and HuntVe 4x2 Sport offer the power of a 20
HP motor with a amp electronic controller and locking rear differential. These models are agile
and strong with a utilitarian purpose. Charge into the Outdoors! According to Dealer News
dealernews. After speaking with the Assignee for the Company, Katie Goodman of Asset
Recovery Associates, she told me that stealth 4x4 had two vanloads of assets. She promised to
get me a list of those assets within the next week. There is a manufacturer based out of Oregon
who has the capabilities needed by a UTV manufacturer who has shown some interest in the
assets pending what is on the list. If a follow-on manufacturer did take over the line and start
manufacturing again, it seems there is still a market for the equipment. MSD stealth 4x4 , stealth
electric , stealth electric 4x4. Forest Service. This contribution benefits the Kelly Motorized Trail
Implementation initiative and will revitalize and maintain 13 miles of hunting buggy trails in the
Coconino National Forest, just outside Flagstaff, Ariz. The donation will support trail
construction, improvements and maintenance. Polaris customers and employees alike share a
love of riding and respect for nature while using the electric ATV motor. That is why we
continue to support projects that provide riders with sustainable, environmentally conscious

trails by using the electric ATV motor , said Scott Wine, Polaris CEO. We are therefore proud to
partner with the National Forest Foundation, as they consistently champion such efforts. We
share their vision to create well-maintained public recreation areas that offer protected access
to our public lands, not only so we can enjoy them today, but so future generations will have the
same opportunity. By using the electric hunting buggy or electric ATV motor designs we can
really help preserve our environment. The NFF is working in the Coconino National Forest as
part of its Treasured Landscapes, Unforgettable Experiences campaign, which aims to restore
the habitat, recreation and ecological values of National Forests around the United States and
strengthen the connection between Americans and these public lands. In many places, a variety
of impacts have left popular trails in need of maintenance and improvement to help sustain the
numbers of riding enthusiasts using those trails and visiting the forest throughout the year.
Partnerships like this one help us to ensure quality outdoor experiences as well as healthy
public lands. The Bad Boy electric utility vehicles are a newer, smaller addition to the county
vehicles. Several county departments will receive one including the recreation department and
the property department. This platform is often seen used in a hunting buggy or electric ATV
motor. Macon-Bibb Parks and Recreation manager Ben Hamrick can't wait for his department to
get the hunting buggy style new ride. With an estimated 20, concert goers, Hamrick said the
small size allowed officers to access places they wouldn't have been able to get to before. And
now since the Stealth 4x4 company has gone out of business and can no longer provide the
Stealth Nighthawk and Stealth Apache , the Bad Boy Buggy is one of the last viable options
standing. The other main option is the Hunt VE. Car Trailer hitches come in all sizes and shapes
for a variety of applications. However, hitches are classified as either weight-carrying or
weight-distributing. Car Hauler Parts. Weight-carrying hitches such as a bumper pull are
recommended for use when the trailer weight including cargo is 3, lbs. Make sure the tow
vehicle is rated by the manufacturer to accommodate that load. The tongue weight is carried
directly on the rear of the tow vehicle and on the hitch. Use weight-distributing hitches for
heavier loads. The result is that the trailer's weight is distributed among the trailer axles and the
front and rear axles on the tow vehicle. Ask your dealer about weight distribution hitches if you
intend to tow using a "bumper" type hitch or hitch receiver. Fifth wheels and goosenecks are
two weight-distributing hitches used most often with pickup trucks. The weight of the trailer is
carried directly over the rear axle with the hitch mounted in the truck's bed. A fifth wheel hitch is
used for larger trailers and is a small version of the type of hitch used on semi trucks. A
gooseneck coupler attaches to a tow ball that usually is mounted in the bed of a pickup truck.
Underneath the bed are support rails that are bolted or welded into place. A frame-mounted
hitch is one where the hitch is attached to the frame of the tow vehicle. This gives more stability
to a bumper pull type of hitch. Before every trip, check the tow ball and coupler car hauler parts
to ensure they are the same size and that all bolts are securely tightened. Also, make sure the
latching mechanism is locked in place. Encouraging economic signs for car haulers and car
hauler parts Wallenius Wilhelmsen just ordered up two brand new Post Panamax ships. The
agreement also includes an option to build another two vessels. Highlight mine. I consider this
especially encouraging, because these ships won't even be delivered until and If a big company
like this is willing to make this kind of long-term capital investment in such an asset, they must
feel that future demand in , and beyond One would hope that the increased sales and
consequent increased hours at assembly plants and suppliers would create a virtuous circle in
which the employment numbers could continue to improve. Well, if you're making money now,
you're probably going to continue making money. Less downtime and shop bills, am I right?
Seems like many banks are still frozen in that "Lehman Moment". The big banks are like so
many deer caught in the headlights, uncertain what to do. One of my customers recently
switched his business to a local credit union and got much better rates and service. So in
conclusion, if you think you're going to grow If the fundamentals are there, it's probably worth
doing Based in Hopkins, Go-Float boats garnered their some of their first brand exposure on
and around Lake Minnetonka. Go-Float has signed four new U. Its production team has doubled
in size and expects to quadruple in Based in Hopkins, Go-Float electric outboard motors boats
garnered their some of their first brand exposure on and around Lake Minnetonka. Go-Float
launched to provide environmentally friendly watercraft to boaters by using electric boat
motors. It initially offered just two models. Well, it's not a sailing boat, but their hearts are in the
right place. The electric boat motor were also seen last week on the television show The Great
South East. The Duffy 22 Cuddy Cabin is being formally introduced to the Australian market for
the first time. This spacious model is the flagship of the Duffy fleet, which offers unrivaled
elegance, performance and innovation. The 22 Cuddy is equipped with the Patented Power
Rudder, for unparalleled maneuverability, turning within its own length. Clean and quiet this
model can hold up to 12 adults making it ideal for family outings, romantic cruises, entertaining

or just exploring the wonderful Australian waterways. Gordon Kerr, Duffy Down Under chief
executive. They work harmoniously in the Gold Coast Marine Park with its varied fish life,
dolphins, turtles and whales. I firmly believe Duffy Electric Boats and the new Duffy 22 model
will be ideal for those waterways,' noted Marshall 'Duffy' Duffield, company founder. The
company also offers catering in partnership with local restaurants as well as group events and
theme events. Up to the present time the electric boat motor owner has only had available one
type of battery chemistry to provide propulsive power for their electric boat motor no matter
whether the electric boat is an inboard or outboard motor. This battery type is of course the lead
acid battery. There are two main variations to the lead acid battery depending upon its specific
application. Broadly speaking the lead acid engine start or "cranking battery" in its intended
application is designed to provide a short, high power burst of electrical current to crank over
either a petrol or diesel engine while starting. This is the type of battery which commonly
provides house power on boats as well as presently being the most common type to power
electric boat motors. Both types of lead acid batteries however have severe limitations. In
addition lead acid batteries contain nasty chemicals such as sulphuric acid and toxic heavy
metals like lead which are potentially hazardous to the environment. Lead is a very heavy metal
and for many years the search has been on to make a better battery that is also lighter in
weight. Lithium is the logical choice since it is the lightest metal known to man. However in
addition to being extremely light in weight, lithium is also extremely reactive and for this reason
pure lithium metal is never found in nature. Lithium metal is manufactured from lithium salts
which are extracted through mining activities mainly from brine lakes. It can also be extracted
from sea water. Lithium ion batteries have been available for several years for many consumer
applications which most people would be familiar with. As with lead acid batteries, lithium ion
batteries also are available in several chemistries, each having their particular good and bad
points. The earliest lithium battery chemistries which became a commercial reality and which
are still in use today for consumer items like mobile Lithium Iron Phosphate LiFePO4. While
these batteries are generally considered quite safe in small format applications such as for
mobile phones and the like generally one cell only is used therefore this is why the battery
voltage of a typical mobile phone battery is 3. Unlike the hazardous nature of the earlier
chemistry lithium battery types, lithium iron phosphate batteries are extremely stable and safe
to use. This safety combined with their light weight has found wide use for these batteries for
military applications and now for the emerging electric vehicle markets including electric boats.
They are in fact even safer than lead acid batteries and do not suffer from some of the problems
which are inherent to lead acid batteries such as, thermal runaway, sulphation when left in a
discharged condition and high rates of self discharge if not used. Lead acid batteries generally
have a life of only a few hundred deep charge cycles while a quality LiFePO4 battery can
typically be charged in excess of times. Though not as high in energy density as the earlier
lithium battery types, the lithium iron phosphate battery still has a far higher energy density
compared to the lead acid battery as can be seen from the graph on the left. They are also being
used in high power electric cordless power tools. The benefits to the boat owner of a quality
LiFePO4 battery are many. Normally the electric motor requires a voltage of 36V, 48V or higher
voltage while 12V is required for house power, radios, Lithium battery bank navigation lights,
etc. It is very bad practice and still used by some manufacturers to simply tap off 12V from a
single battery in the main battery pack to supply this lower voltage. This can lead to uneven
discharging of different batteries due to varying loads which can further result in some batteries
being over charged while others end up being less than fully charged. Another major factor
which should be taken into consideration when replacing a lead acid battery with a LiFePO4
battery is that due to the higher energy density and greater performance of the lithium battery
often a smaller battery can be used which will provide equivalent or better performance
compared to the original lead acid battery. This difference in performance can clearly be seen if
both battery types are compared side by side in high current drain applications for example if
used to power an electric boat motor at high power settings. What many people fail to realise
about a lead acid battery is that its capacity Ah rating is usually specified at the 20 hour
discharge rate. At high rates of discharge the effective or "real" battery capacity is reduced
considerably due to "Peukert's Effect". A typical Ah lead acid battery when discharged in an
hour or two may have an actual measured capacity of as little as Ah. LiFePO4 batteries are not
negatively affected in the same way by Peukert's Effect as are lead acid batteries. When a lead
acid battery is connected to a load such as an electric motor for example the voltage slowly
continues to decrease until the battery is completely discharged. By contrast the discharge
characteristic of a LiFePO4 battery is quite different. Therefore a LiFePO4 battery can be almost
fully discharged yet it will provide very close to the same power as when it was fully charged.
Another great benefit of Lithium Iron Phosphate batteries for boating applications is due to their

inherent safety features. Since they do not produce flammable hydrogen gas under any
circumstances even if overcharged a LiFePO4 battery can be safely installed in a confined place
in a boat or ship without fear of a fire or explosion occurring. There is absolutely no
maintenance required so a battery can be fitted into an out of the way space in an electric boat
such as under seats, under stair wells, in the hull, etc. Due to slim cylindrical nature of many
LiFePO4 cells a custom battery of virtually any shape can be made which will fit into any tight
space in an electric boat. Battery cells can even be fitted inside a mast or inside hollow railings.
Another advantage of LiFePO4 batteries is their rapid charge capability. High quality batteries
can be re-charged extremely quickly. For many electric boats this rapid charge capability will be
a godsend. Weight is another factor of concern to owners of electric boat motors. A Lithium Iron
Phosphate battery is usually about half the weight of an equivalent capacity lead acid battery.
For example the photo of the battery bank below shows a large LiFePO4 battery bank used to
power three motors fitted to a 55ft electric racing catamaran. It was originally planned to fit
more than half a ton of AGM lead acid batteries to this boat before the owner learned of the
benefits of LiFePO4 batteries. Due to the many benefits the owner of the boat decided to install
LiFePO4 batteries instead and was able to reduce the total weight of the battery bank by more
than half with the total of all twelve batteries weighing in at less than kg. To sum up, an
overview of the benefits of Lithium Iron Phosphate batteries:. C or more without any
degradation in performance. There are already several brands of LiFePO4 batteries which are
available to boat owners and are suitable for powering many kinds of electric motors from tiny
trolling motors to large inboard electric motors of several horsepower. The prospective battery
purchaser should be aware that the majority of the LiFePO4 batteries manufactured in China are
of very poor quality and correspondingly provide poor overall performance. These batteries will
also have a shorter life than a quality LiFePO4 battery. Only high quality LiFePO4 batteries
should be used by the electric boat owner so as to provide peace of mind in terms of battery
reliability. If a battery manufacturer is not prepared to stand behind their own products by
providing a lengthy factory backed warranty then it is best to steer well clear of these
companies so as to avoid any possible headaches in the future. For example some
manufacturers will simply crimp end terminal caps on the cells while other manufacturers will
spot weld or even fully laser weld the cell ends. Obviously a cell which is merely crimped will be
cheaper to manufacture than a cell which is fully laser welded. By the same token the crimped
cell is also more prone to fail prematurely due to slow ingress of moisture, humidity and other
atmospheric contaminants which in a laser welded cell are totally excluded from entering the
cell for the life of the cell. It really is a case of having to pay more for quality. By paying more for
a quality battery a great deal of frustration can be avoided and allow the electric boat owner to
enjoy the tranquillity of silent, electric boating without any noise or exhaust fumes. There are a
handful of manufacturers of A-grade quality Lithium Iron Phosphate batteries which will outlast
several lead acid batteries and provide vastly superior performance and thereby bring much
enjoyment to the owner of the electric boat they are fitted in. Lithium Iron Phosphate batteries
are sure to revolutionise and bring about the growth of the electric boating market in the years
to come. Electric boats are definitely not a new concept. What is believed to be the very first
marine outboard motor was invented in by a French inventor, Gustave Trouve, and it was
electric. It was the Chicago Exposition in that put them on the map. Elco was requested to build
fifty-five 55 foot electric launches for this event. Ticket sales to transport people around the
Chicago area lakes and rivers exceeded 1,, That was over years ago and at that time electric
motors were the preferred form of propulsion. The electric "Picnic Launch" became the essence
of a perfect lake cruise. There were, of course, steam engines that were very powerful, yet
heavy, a lot of work and not conducive to a pleasant cruising experience - especially when their
boilers would explode. In the late s, there were also gasoline engines. These engines at that
time were called "Explosion Engines". The names were later changed to "Gasoline Engines" to
make them sound safer, and more appealing to the consumer. After about , gasoline and diesel
engines became the primary propulsion units for boats - but they could never offer the quality
of the electric cruising experience. At that time, electric boats lost their following, because the
batteries could not carry enough energy to match the horsepower of the internal combustion
engine - as folks became more intrigued with speed at the expense of comfort and quality of the
boating experience. However the Navy's submarines continued to rely heavily on electric
propulsion - because it is fundamentally reliable, efficient, and quiet. Later on, Navy ships and
commercial vessels returned to electric propulsion systems for the same reasons - but using
generators to create the electricity. Today, the Queen Mary II is powered exclusively with
electric motors that generate , horsepower. So electric propulsion is not a "new concept" and is
considered by far the most reliable form of propulsion. Not only is electric propulsion reliable
and efficient, it offers the ultimate pleasure boating experience: relaxing, quiet, and NO smelly

fumes. For these reasons combined with the advances in battery technology, electric pleasure
boating has enjoyed a revival over the passed few decades. Electric boating has become the
boating lifestyle of choice for many thousands around the world in many different venues for
the mainstream population. Before starting Tamarack Electric Boats, Montgomery Gisborne was
interested in electric cars, but now he's focused on the water. Since , Gisborne has been
involved in the technical aspects of electric vehicles in Canada. Gisborne has been competing
in the American version of the Tour del Sol since , placing first in , and he even created a similar
race called the Canadian Clean Air Cruise. To date, Gisborne has logged over 31, miles of travel
in electric vehicles. But he's not only concerned with cars. In he built one of the world's first
electric snowmobiles, and two years later he founded Tamarack Electric Boats. We've covered
solar boats many times, and the company's latest invention, the Loon, caught our eye and when
given the opportunity, we thought readers would like to know more about a man who designs
such interesting electric vehicles. I had thought of building electric cars for a living, especially
after coming in first in the American Tour del Sol electric car rally, but the reality that you
cannot become GM overnight settled in. After much deliberation, I decided that the idea of a
solar-powered boat must be a good one, perhaps my best, so I decided to build me first solar
boat as a "science project" in The boat worked so well that I little choice but to purse it! I think
that we brought our ideas to NYS at a time when Canada seemed to focus its attention the
Athabasca Tar Sands, and NYS was looking for sustainable product projects to create
sustainable jobs. Then there's this crazy little piece of legislation which was brought into the
North American Free Trade Agreement NAFTA called the Jones Act which prohibits Canadian
companies from selling boats into the US, so we had a triumvirate of good reasons to move
across the border. You may have heard the old expression that "it takes a village. When I
passed through Rome on my solar trek across the state in , i was overwhelmed by the reaction
and enthusiasm of the people, more so that anywhere else I had traveled in my solar boats
which says a lot. The entire town seemed to make time to be there to catch our lines as we
tossed them to shore, which really impressed me. The mayor of the town clearly saw the vision
and has done more than we could ever have expected to convince us that Rome is our home.
Incidentally, the first shovelful of earth removed in the construction of the Erie Canal was taken
out of the ground pretty much in font of our shop on July 4th, I think we would have made the
move anyway, without NYSERDA funding, but the funding made it possible and got us started
much quicker than if we had to go it completely alone. The funding is great, but it takes more
than money to create an industry, it takes drive and determination beyond my own. People look
at my boats and say, "Oh, I get it, when the is moored at the it is picked up a free charge. For
example, it dramatically reduced Peukert Effect on lead-acid batteries. Without getting into a
long-winded technical discussion, this effect has a negative effect on batteries when the boat is
under power, reducing the instantaneous capacity of the energy storage cells, and the solar
input helps to reduce that effect, thus increasing the effective range the boat can travel on a
given charge. This also helps the lead-acid batteries to better compete against other
chemistries, such as nickel and lithium-based batteries at lower expense. I hate oil is the reason
why I eschew any internal-combustion options. It is the greatest detriment to the North
American economy and a threat to world peace. Read Entire Article. Petersburg boaters Nancy
Frainetti and Jeff Springfield pulled up to the fuel dock at Hutchinson Island Marriott Marina in
Stuart Tuesday afternoon, one thing was noticeably absent â€” engine noise. Frainetti and
Springfield, owners of Endeavour Green, builders of electric hybrid yachts, left St. We had legs
of this trip of 40, 47 and on Monday, 52 miles in a day. The electric motor uses a twin belt setup
to turn the drive shaft for a 3-blade bronze inboard propeller. The batteries can be charged at
home or marina by plugging into a volt outlet. To recharge the batteries while under way, a 3.
During the 8-day trip, Springfield said only nine hours were put on the generator and at 3. The
Endeavour provided comfortable passage, Frainetti said, despite record heat during their trip. A
full-length canvas top â€” one that can fold down and serve as a boat cover when not in use â€”
shades a large area. Frainetti said that although the Endeavour has Eisenglass and air
conditioning, they survived without it. Frainetti said she saw several manatees during the trip
and counted 38 alligators while crossing Lake Okeechobee. Springfield said the hybrid
technology is receiving a lot of interest from the boating community. He said that one selling
feature is the simplicity of its design. All the electrical components are solid state design. There
are no fumes, vibration or noise. And because you are carrying little or no fuel, insurance rates
are great. For more information visit EndeavourGreen. A brand new boat making waves in South
Florida, and it runs on batteries. They did it all on battery power, no gas or diesel fuel needed,
unless you want to use the back-up generator on board. The Endeavor Green Company created
the boat, which is equivalent to a gas or diesel fueled deck boat. The owners say it's well worth
the price, and it helps the environment. Endeavour Co-owner, Nancy Frainetti, says, "We have

no emissions on the electric propulsion. So, it's as green as can be. What a wonderful benefit.
The boat is also decked out with a bathroom on board and air conditioning. I only work 3 miles
from home but with gas prices getting out of control, I thought it would be great to have an
electric motorcycle. This project took about 3 months of research and development not
counting waiting for parts to come in or help from a friend with the welding. This may take a
long time to pay off in gas savings, but if you add the fun of building and all of the
environmental benefits, it was well worth the effort. With a top electric motorcycle motor speed
of over 70 mph and 10 miles per charge, this electric motorcycle is perfect for me. The following
instructable will not give you exact step by step instructions, but if you have some mechanical
skills and welding ability you should be okay. A little knowledge of electric motorcycle motor
maintenance wouldn't hurt, too. However, I just read the user's manual and learned as I went.
Every motorbike is different but the basic components can be the same. Below is a list of the
parts I used and where I got them, but you will have to do some research to figure out what fits
your bike and requirements. Frame : I looked at many different bike styles and decided on a
Honda Interceptor for my electric motorcycle conversion for a few reasons:. If you have an old
bike or someone will donate one then that's great--but for the rest of us, try the local paper, junk
yards, Craig's List or ebay motors. Electric Motorcycle Motor :. After making cardboard mock
ups of the D23 model I realized that there was no way six full sized batteries would fit and still
look good. I ended up getting the D51 model. Half the size and weight but also half the storage.
Electric Motorcycle Controller : You have to match your electric motorcycle controller to your
voltage but the amperage is up to your budget. It seems that there are only two real choices:
Alltrax or Curtis. You'll have to decide for yourself, but I went with the 72V Amp Alltrax. I got the
Magura K Twist grip throttle. Electric Motorcycle Charger : You have to match your charger with
your voltage but the speed of charge in Amps is also up to your budget. I went with a Zivan NG1
but I have recently switched to six individual 3amp Soneil chargers to help balance the
batteries. I purchased a Sevcon 72V Input Electric Motorcycle Fuses : You'll want to get a fuse
that matches your setup. I highly recommend battery terminal covers for safety. As an added
feature I wired up the ignition switch to the neutral indicator to show me when the bike was on.
Additionally a volt meter, metal grinder and crimper are used in this electric motorcycle
conversion project. Start the electric motorcycle conversion by removing all of those nasty
internal combustion engine parts. Remove the gas tank and using your grinder or other cutting
tool to cut out the bottom. This makes room for extra batteries or components. Make sure all
gas is out before cutting Reference your owners manual often during any electric motorcycle
conversions so that you don't cut any necessary wires, and try to sell some of the parts to help
pay for this electric motorcycle conversion project. Next, make cardboard mock ups of all of
your batteries and electronic components to see how and where things are going to fit. Take a
look at my electric motorcycle conversions pictures to see how I fit everything, believe me that
taking the time to make accurate cardboard mock ups is well worth the effort. Now for the hard
part. You need a secure battery box and electric motorcycle motor mount for any electric
motorcycle conversion. I had a friend weld it up for me and he did a fantastic job. From the
photos you can see that he first strung up the electric motorcycle motor to allow for minor
adjustment to be made before cutting the electric motorcycle motor mount plate. After that was
cut he made a nice chain and sprocket enclosure with a door and welded them onto the frame.
Next he fabricated the battery rack and gave each battery a swing arm closure to give a tight fit
yet still allow me to get them out easily. Half inch foam padding spacers are between each
battery to help cushion the stack--but believe me, they aren't going anywhere. After you get
your electric motorcycle motor mount and battery compartment all welded up, take some time
to clean up the frame of your bike. I removed any rust spots and chipped paint that I could find.
Then I used some metallic gray and black spray paint. This makes a world of difference and
costs very little. I made a fake gas cap and ran the power cord from the charger up the frame
and out the top. Now that you have all of the welding done and your electric motorcycle frame
looks great, let's install the electrical components and start wiring it up your electric motorcycle
conversion. This depends on the electric motorcycle components you buy. See the
manufacturers wiring diagrams. Double check all of your connections and tighten every bolt.
Using a serial cable and laptop, tweak the electric motorcycle controller program for your riding
preferences. Lastly, I got the electric motorcycle conversion bike inspected and insured. Be
prepared for the dealership mechanics to swarm and hit you with a bunch of questions and
jokes about failing the emissions test. I know these weren't step by step building instructions,
but that's because of the complexity of this electric motorcycle conversion project and
variables in component use. My intention was to give you the motivation to build your own by
seeing how I did it and make it easier by supplying the electric motorcycle parts list and a wiring
diagram. Think about the names given to electric cars and electric motorcycles on the market

today. Most, if not all, are a play on the concept of all-electric, zero tailpipe emissions travel.
Retro Styled, Classic Charm. Either that, or a working prop from a film set in a
post-appocolyptic future, Mel Gibson optional. Unless you look at it closely, it doesn't
immediately appear electric. But as many classic motorcycle fans will tell you, good looks and a
tough name will only get a motorcycle so far. Using some basic math, we think that translates to
a battery capacity of between 4 and 5 kilowatt-hours. Forbidden Fruit? According to Bell, that
should happen some time this year, provided current deals being discussed with various parts
and manufacturing companies are signed. But right now, the all-electric beast is nothing more
than an impressive prototype motorcycle awaiting production. But convincing someone to trade
in their Harley for an electric motorcycle? That could be more challenging. There has to be an
element of cool. And speed. Which is what two Purdue University students and AllCell
Technologies set out to produce â€” and appear to have delivered, with an electric motorcycle
that packs 72 kilowatts of power and, according to early tests, can hit mph and cover miles on a
charge, according to AllCell. The company said the trick to creating this high-performance bike
was in the The phase change material graphite composite PCM-graphite controls the impact if
one cell has an internal short circuit, and the PCM material absorbs and distributes heat away
from the battery, protecting the cells and maximizing battery life. Apart from the battery, electric
vehicle experts Tesla Motors and Delphi Corporation also provided support for the project,
AllCell said. This team is not alone in the quest for the superior electric motorcycle motor. While
the motor puts out about 28 horsepower, it feels like much more, especially when accelerating
from a standstill. In the open class is a modified production electric motorcycle called the
GPR-S. This conversion is based on an R1 race chassis. Electric Motorsport is a technology
company that specializes in Light Electric Vehicles and electric propulsion systems. Electric
Motorsport is proud to say they have supplied electric drive systems and components to many
of the TTXGP teams that will be competing. Why does Electric Motorsport supply its
competitors with hi-performance electric drive components? Electric motorsport Founder and
CEO Todd Kollin says "its mainly to promote the technology and to have some one to race with,
and besides we are in the parts business. Racing is just the fun part and its not much fun
without competition. Electric Motorsport Inc has always placed an emphasis on the Electric
motorcycle as away of using renewable energy such as solar, wind, hydroelectric, and
geothermal to propel ourselves from one location to the next. The company has sold 's of
electric motorcycle conversion kits. Electric Motorsport even sells books on how to convert
your old gas motorcycle to electric. These conversions are great if you have a old bike that does
not run so well or has a blown engine. An electric conversion can bring the thing back to life but
without having to deal with oil, gas, noise, fumes, warm ups,tune ups, gear boxes, clutches. So
Honda is getting into the electric motorcycle biz huh? Motorcycle News via our friends at
AutoBlogGreen says Honda is serious about building a workable Ebike and selling it to the likes
of you and me by Sure, that sounds plausible. Honda has the engineering grunt and it pretty
much has the whole motorcycle thing down, so it seems like a lead pipe cinch. Not exactly.
Honda faces the same hurdles everyone else does: range and recharge times. I spent some time
with an outfit made electric scooters and motorcycles. It was a real geeky operation making
scooters and souped-up jobs custom-built to customers' needs, desires and checkbooks. Once
or twice a year someone with sacks of money would come in and say something along the lines
of "Take my GSX-R and make it electric. Then you'd stop. And then you'd have to plug it in for
six or eight or 10 hours. The bike was cool, but not very practical. You couldn't take the thing up
some canyon road on your way out of town to Palm Springs for a three day weekend. These will
be the same limitations that Honda will face, but in a couple of not so noticeable ways, electric
motorcycles play to Honda's strengths. For one, bikes are easy. They're small, light and easy to
work on. You can fab up and try things on two or three test mules in an afternoon, and that's an
order of magnitude or so harder with cars. For another, Honda is a bike company. Yeah, I know,
tell that to Ayrton Senna and Alain Prost and Ron Dennis, but it started out primarily as a bike
company OK, go back far enough and it started out as a piston ring company, but still What
Honda learns from making an Ebike over the next two years can, hopefully, migrate to cars.
Pound for pound and dollar for dollar motorcycles are the best bet for enthusiast fun. Not for
me, of course, because I am comically and frighteningly uncoordinated and that's never a good
thing on a motorcycle. But you get my point. Think of what Honda is doing as a real world proof
of concept scheme. Make an electric motorcycle. Make it work. Make it work better. Then import
the technology into a car. Repeat the process. If you can soup up a plug-in hybrid electric
vehicle EV , what features would you want? For some fleet managers, turning plug-in hybrids
into a source for powering up construction tools or buildings during a blackout is high on the
list. The utility, the largest in California, envisions sending a bunch of these trucks into the field
for routine maintenance work and to deal with emergencies. EV motors. Hybrid cars offer fuel

savings over time â€” the price of gasoline has risen and will continue to increase at greater
rates than the price of electricity â€” as well as environmental benefits such as lower emissions,
he said. It eliminates the need for buying portable generators that run on fossil fuels, for
example. VIA has developed a powertrain that includes a 24 kilowatt-hour lithium-ion battery
pack, which can last up to 40 miles per charge. The gasoline engine is for generating electricity
to run the electric car motor , which moves the wheels. The company is putting its technology in
brand new vehicles only, not used cars. The trucks are the early version of what VIA plans to
produce commercially later this year, Meisel said. The utility also is considering vehicles from
Electric Vehicle International , which turns beefier pickup trucks to plug-in hybrids. Figuring out
a good way to cool the equipment that generates and routes the power becomes a greater
hurdle as the size of exportable power increases. EV motors But that day will come if
consumers continue to show interest in electric cars and the prices for them drop. This time an
initiative will make downtown the hometown for owners of electric vehicles EV. As only the third
known location in Delaware County, Media has inaugurated a charging station in the municipal
parking lot next to the Media Fire Department, across from Media-Upper Providence Library and
one block from all that State Street has to offer. The borough is participating in a pilot project
for EV charging powered by percent Pennsylvania wind energy. Borough officials and
Community Energy, Inc. While the technology includes several cutting-edge elements, charging
station operation is fairly simple: pull into the dedicated parking space lot is between Jasper
and Front streets just east of Jackson Street ; plug the electric vehicle EV into the charger; dine,
shop or attend to other borough business. In the span of an hour or two, EVs can be charged
enough for at least several dozen miles. At the government level, Media has been a leader in
environmental sustainability. This is a great location for residents and visitors. To kick off the
enterprise, he drove a Chevrolet Volt and hooked it up to demonstrate the virtual plug, charge
and go technique. Representatives from Thomas Chevrolet brought a second Volt. Amy
Ercolani of Thomas said the dealership has sold several Volts, has one in stock, and expects
the manufacturer to supply a small but steady stream of the model, which has a gasoline
back-up capability. EVs are available from other automotive manufacturers as well. Running at a
volt service, the public station works twice as fast as a charge from, for example, a home outlet
which is generally half the volts. The mileage value of a charge varies depending on the electric
vehicle and road conditions, not unlike gas mileage. General Motors will be collaborating with
Spanish energy company Iberdola on a feasibility study to determine the infrastructure needs to
support electric car motor vehicles in Europe. Similar studies are underway already between
automakers and utility companies in the United States and elsewhere. Under examination will be
the needs for private, residential, and commercial customers as well as for publicly-accessible
electric vehicle plugs. Among the issues that need to be resolved are how rates will be
determined for EV electric vehicle charging and billing mechanisms. The study will be focused
in Spain and the UK. Today on CNBC , Chrysler CEO Bob Nardelli revealed a Tesla -like
all-electric performance sports car called the Dodge ev along with three other vehicles
operating either partially or entirely on an electric powertrain. The four vehicles are Chrysler's
ENVI electric car motor program, and include an extended -electric Chrysler minivan, a new
"gated community" electric called "the peapod" and a Jeep Wrangler four-door. And why
shouldn't it? Which draws more juice from the electric grid, a big-screen plasma television or
recharging an EV electric vehicle? The answer is the car. But the electricity draw by plasma
televisions is easing the minds of utility company executives across the nation as they plan for
what is likely to be an electric car conversion of much of the country's vehicle fleet from
gasoline to electricity in the coming years. Rechargeable cars, industry officials say, consume
about four times the electricity as plasma TVs. But the industry already has dealt with increased
electric demand from the millions of plasma TVs sold in recent years. Officials say that
experience will help them deal with the vehicle fleet changeover to EV's. So as long as the
changeover from internal combustion engines to electric vehicles is somewhat gradual, they
should be able to handle it in the same way, Mark Duvall, program manager for electric
transportation, power delivery and distribution for the Electric Power Research Institute, said
Tuesday. They said, 'All right, that's what's happening. This is where the loads are going, and
we're going to do this. Automakers, such as General Motors and To yota , are planning to bring
EV motors to the market as early as But speakers at the Plug-In conference say it will take much
longer for them to arrive in mass numbers, due in part to a current lack of large-battery
manufacturing capacity. Read More. Electric cars or EVs electric vehicles have been around for
almost years, but it's not just the limitations of battery power that have thwarted their more
widespread use. Since Scottish businessman Robert Anderson pioneered the first electric
carriage in the s, most EV's have lacked one of the key markers of auto success: good looks.
Now two new models show that green can be given a devastatingly cool makeover. Britain's

Lightning GT and the U. The Lightning GT - unveiled at London's International Motor Show last
week and set to be available from the end of - sports an impressive, sleek and sexy design,
drawing on Aston Martin's classic British look. Tesla, which launched its hot, little open-top
two-seater a couple of years ago, has already sold out of the model and is eagerly taking
reservations for Battery power has rarely, if ever, looked this good. Larry Horsley loves that he
doesn't buy much gas, even though he drives his '95 Chevy S back and forth to work each day.
Electric Car Conversion. Horsley, a self-described do-it-yourselfer, simply plugs his EV motor
electric vehicle truck into an electric wall outlet in his Douglasville, Georgia, garage and charges
it overnight, instead of buying gasoline refined from mostly imported oil. Using electric motor
conversion kit s , many hobbyists are doing the same thing. Both Horsley and Kennington are
fed up. They're among a growing number of Americans who are refusing to wait for big-car
manufacturers to deliver a mainstream electric car , called EVs. Not only have they rebelled
against the status quo by ripping out their gas-guzzling engines and replacing them with a
zero-emission electric car motor , they say just about anyone can do an electric car conversion.
TreeHugger has recently covered the Solar Sailor and solar-powered electric bike , but we've
never seen anything quite like this. Most of the models are somewhere between a scooter and a
golf cart, and, according to the pictures on the site, they even work! It may not be the kind of
thing you'd want to take on the highway or even a busy street, but they seem perfect for putting
around town. The site has all the info you'll need to build your own, from wheels to solar cells to
frames, so you can get yourself around using the power of the sun. To start: Electric motorsAC vs. DC I'll just put this plainly- you can't use an AC motor in a go-kart. The reason is that AC
is different from AC. AC stands for 'Alternating Current" and is what comes out of your wall
socket. It's used because it transmits long distances better along wires from the power plant to
you and doesn't electrocute people quite so badly. DC stands for 'Direct Current' and is what
comes out of a battery. It's plain electricity, and it's what you want to use for a go kart. An AC
motor needs this. Now, it is possible to make AC out of DC. Most people have seen inverters,
which you can plug into you car's cigarette lighter and then plug in a laptop, blender, whatever.
Why not just use one of those? The answer is current, and power. For a good electric go-kart,
your power demands are going to be around watts or more. Because of surge current. An
electric motor is an 'inductive' load. Have you ever seen your kitchen lights dim when the
refrigerator or microwave comes on? That's because those are both inductive loads, and
inductive loads require a TON of power to start. Say some electric motor might need watts when
its running- to start under load like a go-kart does it might need or watts to start. Your watts kart
motor starting under load might need watts. Go price a watter inverter. Yeah, you don't want to
do that. You might think that maybe you can make it work even though some people say it's a
bad idea- trust me, I'm one of those people who chases down bad ideas to see what will happen.
Don't even bother. That means don't bother with any motor marked AC or which comes out of a
washing machine, belt sander, or anything that plugs in to the wall. There are two exceptions to
this: treadmills and really loud power tools. Loud power tools like angle grinders and circular
saws use a motor called a 'universal motors' which can operate on either AC or DC. I wouldn't
use either a treadmill or universal motor either. Why not? They are made for 90 to volts in the
US and not very powerful. While a treadmill motor might seem like it's powerful, consider that
you're going to have to carry around at least seven batteries of car battery size to get enough
voltage and power. It's the same as with the inverter- technically possible, but as a DIY go-kart
maker, it's not what you want. OK, that's all bad news. What's the good news? Well, there are
plenty of DC electric go cart motors out there perfect for go-karts. What should you look for in a
DC electric go cart motors? Low voltage. The lower the voltage, the fewer batteries you have to
carry around. Also, if the rated voltage is lower, you can overvolt the motor, which gives you
more power. Say you get a 24v motor- you could run it on 36v and get a lot more power. Could
you run it on 48v Well, putting that extra voltage in a electric go cart motor causes extra current
to flow, which is where your power comes from. This is a problem because the more current
that flows, the hotter the motor gets- and when it gets too hot, it will burn up, explode, and leave
you standed. What happens is that the insulation in the electric go cart motor is rated for a
certain lifetime say 20 years at a low temperature. If you double that temperature, that rating
may drop to say, 1 year. If you get it really, really hot, it might fry in ten seconds. Don't overheat
your motors. You could do a 12v motor at 18v or 24v. You could do a 24v motor at 36 or 48v.
You could do a 36v motor at 48v. I wouldn't put more than 48v in a kart for two reasons: weight
batteries are heavy, and 4 12v batteries is about as much as you want to carry around and
safety. A person with dry fingers can touch both terminals of a 12v battery and probably not fry
themselves. However, do it with v house voltage, and you'll get a nasty shock. That's because it
takes a certain amount of voltage to overcome your body especially your skin resistance. Once
there's enough voltage to overcome that resistance, you're being electrocuted. It only takes 0. If

you're going to make an electric go kart, you need to educate yourself on electricity safety. I
won't write that book here, but go read up on it- and don't put more than 48v in a kart unless
you've had technician-level training. Note: I'm not saying 48v is 'safe', but neither are go-karts
Okay, safety lecture over. The last thing I'll talk about with electric motors is their power ratings.
There are two important things you need to know- electric motors are rated for continous
power, meaning they can make that power all day, all night, for years on end. Gas engines are
rated on instantaneous power, which is how much than can produce for a moment. Secondly,
electric motors produce maximum torque the force with which it spins the wheels at zero RPM.
Have you ever ridden a two-stroke dirtbike? All the power comes around rpm, so you have to
wait for the engine to get up to speed, THEN you get power. Electric motors are the oppositeyou get all your acceration at the very start, and it tapers off linearly as you speed up. This
makes for very fun take-offs if your batteries, controller, and motor are up to it. A Harbor Freight
6. You can use much smaller HP rated electric motor than you would a gas motor, and have the
same amount of fun. So, how do you throttle an electric motor? I wouldn't recommend this, as
the surge power phenomenon which I mention above means that you're switching on a LARGE
amount of current all at once, and quite frequently what this will do is actually weld the contacts
of your switch in the closed position, which now means that you're sitting on a kart which is at
full throttle and won't turn off. I know a person who tried something like this on an electric
motorcycle and has the scars to prove it. Unless it's small motor and big big switch, I'd avoid
this. Simply, this means that you are switching on your batteries one at a time. Say you're
running a 24v motor, and overvolting it to 36v. You'll have three 12v batteries, most likely. What
you'll do is have three switches relays. One will switch on the first 12v battery. The second will
switch on both the first and second, giving you 24v. The last will switch all three batteries into
the circuit, giving you full power. This is much less likely to kill you I won't draw up a diagram
for you, but there are some out there to look up. I'll warn you that if you just draw one up, it's
easy to wire things up such that you are dead-shorting a battery, which could weld your
contacts cause the battery to explode if you are unable to break the circuit. Be careful. You will
permanently damage your batteries if you over-discharge them. Lastly, you can use a controller.
This is the best option, and predictably the most expensive. Your best bet is a golf cart
controller. They are made for duty like this and don't require a special radio input like a
brushless controller does just a potentiometer, which is a simple electronic component. These
can be had on ebay, and the brand you're likely to have luck with is Curtis. Do your research on
your controller and make sure it's for a PMDC motor Permanent Magnet, Direct Current If it's for
a series motor, that's OK and series motors are OK to use but you'll have to study the wiring
diagram carefully and read up to hook everything up properly. You can also find electric bike
and scooter controllers, but these are likely to be too small to use for a 'fun' kart unless you're
making something for your eight-year-old that weighs 60lb. Lastly, you can get motor
controllers for combat robots from the same site I linked to for the motors. These are a good
option, but expensive again and require a home-made throttle, because they're meant to
interface with a radio. You may not overvolt controllers. The max nominal rating is the max
rating, and that's it. A controller can be instantly destroyed if its voltage rating is exceeded,
even more a moment. Manufacturers build in a little bit of leeway because a 24v battery bank
will be more like 28v when it's fresh off of the charger, but the rated voltage is all you can use.
The last thing I'll talk about is batteries. Unless you're more advanced than someone who needs
the info in this post, you're going to use lead-acid batteries. This is the same technology as a
car battery. Don't use car batteries, though, because they're the wrong type. There are two kind
of batteries here- starting batteries and deep-discharge batteries. A car battery has to supply an
enormous amount of current for about three seconds when you start the car, then spends the
rest of its life either being charged by the alternator, or supplying a microscopic amount of
current to keep your car radio presets in memory. Car batteries are built for this duty, and if you
try to use them on a kart, you'll have fun for about ten minutes, then the batteries will die- and
not just being discharged, they'll be permanently damaged. Don't try this unless you want to be
disappointed or will be happy with a short-lived, expensive project. If you've got a stack of car
batteries you could use them for testing, but that's about it. Also, car batteries contain liquid
sulfuric acid, which can spill out more easily than you think. Don't mess with acid. By contrast,
you want to be able to ride your cart for, say, minutes drawing a moderate amount of current the
whole time. For this, you need a deep-discharge battery. The only car batteries that are good for
this are Optima Yellowtop or Bluetop batteries, or similar. They don't have liquid acid inside and
are made for deep discharge. These are great batteries to use if you can afford them. These are
like sealed lead acid see below except they electrolyte acid is absorbed up in fiberglass mats
inside the battery, making them shock resistant. AGMs are typically high quality and high cost.
Also, you can use a sealed lead acid battery SLA. These are great, and probably what I'd use.

You'll be tempted to buy the small ones- they come in tiny, affordable sizes that are complete
crap for kart use. You want the big ones. At minimum, 12Ah for a small scooter-motor kart
ridden by your eight year old, and Ah or more for bigger karts. Until you get to the point that
your kart has so much battery that it weighs the same as a brontosaurus, more batteries are
going to help. Because of current, again. Karts require a lot of current. Small batteries put out a
small amount of current happily, or a large amount of current, and then die immediately. If you
don't want to be limited in performance and killing your batteries dead, use big batteries. The
same way that overdischarging your batteries by running them completely flat will kill them
dead, overdischarging by asking for too much current at once will quickly kill them. On top of
that, asking for lots of current will reduce how long you can ride- because of something called
the Peukert effect, drawing a lot of power from a battery effectively reduces how long it will last.
An SLA battery is generally rated at a hour discharge rate. So it may have 18Ah of juice in it If
you ask for all of its juice in 30 minutes, you may only really get 10Ah out of it. I pulled that
number out of thin air. It's a pretty significant effect, though. Okay, what are Ah? Ah stands for
Amp-hours. If a battery is rated at 18Ah, it can put out one amp for 18 hours, or if you ignore the
Peukert effect I just explained, 18 amps for one hour. Or 9 amps for 2 hours. Get it? You might
also see batteries rated by 'RC' or Reserve Capacity. This is how many minutes the batteries will
last at 25A discharge that is, if your alternator gives out and you need your headlights and
engine control unit. You can convert RC to Ah with simple math- if you're embarking on an
electric kart build, figuring that one out should be something you can do. These are not ratings
of how long a battery will last, or ratings that you will see on batteries that you want to use in a
kart. Note above where I talked about starting batteries vs. CCA stands for 'Cold Cranking
Amps' and is a measure of how much current a battery can put put for just an instant when it's
cold. There are some dual-use batteries that might be rated for CCA and still be deep-discharge,
but these are more expensive and you can do better with a properly-sized deep-discharge
battery. Big wheelchair batteries are super for most karts. How do you charge your batteries?
I'd recommend getting several normal 12v car battery chargers and charging each battery that
way, or using one and doing each battery after the last. That takes forever If you can find one or
afford one, a golf cart battery charger that matches your voltage is the best thing. You'll get the
same voltage, but more current and capacity. You get more voltage it adds but no extra current
or capacity. Current measure how much electricity is flowing, like the rate of water through a
pipe. Current is measured in amps. Voltage measures how much electrical 'force' there is, like
the pressure of water in a pipe. Voltage is measured in volts. Power is a combination of the two,
and is like measuring both- how much water is flowing through the pipe and with how much
force. Power is measured in watts, and volts times amps equals watts. Okay, that's a good
starting point for what you need to know for electric power systems on karts. So you want to
make a fun electric go-kart? Inclined to do overkill? Here's your recipe, pre-overkilled: Get an
electric golf cart motor, it will probably be 36v rated and lots of power. Get a 48v-rated golf cart
controller and four Optima Yellowtop batteries. Strap this all to a frame of your preferred format
and go have fun. Want to make a fun little electric kart for your kid that's outgrown his
powerwheels? Or are you skinny? There you go. Go for it and make some cool electric karts.
Post pics. Having trouble finding an open parking space at your local shopping mall? Here's
one way to solve that problem with a electric go kart with go cart motors. Starting from the road
outside, two men simply drove the electric go kart through the parking lot and then proceeded
inside the Destiny USA mall in Syracuse, New York, at speeds of up to 45 miles per hour.
There's a bit of a catch â€” Bob Congel and Bruce Kenan own the place. Pole Position, an
electric go kart company, has eight locations throughout the country, and intends to open more
soon, including one slated to open in St. The company used electric go cart motors so that it
can eschew running traditional gas engines inside. An electric go kart is installed with go cart
motors that provide way more torque than a comparable gas model. One club on campus is
focusing on helping the environment by making electrical vehicles to promote clean and
renewable fuel alternatives. The University's Motor Sports Club is a student-run organization in
which students can get hands-on experience with the latest technology and a chance to race
electric go karts. Anthony Palumbo, adviser of the University's Motor Sports Club, said getting
the experience of the reality-based program is something that cannot be learned in the
classroom. The organization's program is funded by members, donations and marketing
partners. We have state of the art technology here and my students get that experience.
President of the University's Motor Sports Club, Spencer Lee, said the program has recently
converted into more of an environmental sustainability club. Lee said there is a race called the
Electrical Vehicle Grand Prix in Indianapolis the week after finals, which the club plans to
complete in with their electric go kart. The go kart electric motors have more torque than there
gas counterparts. One member of the Motor Sports Club, freshman Joseph Zbasnik, started

participating in the electric go kart racing club during fall semester. I'm learning new stuff in the
club every day about the club and about how go cart motors work. There is a chance that by the
Fourth of July holiday travelers along Main Street will hear a faint whir coming from the Somers
Golf Center. The sound will be from new outdoor electric go karts whizzing around a 1,foot long
concrete track that will be built at the rear of the property behind the existing hole miniature golf
course and batting cages. The plan has already been approved by the wetlands commission
and received a positive recommendation from the planning and conservation commissions,
along with the health department official. We want to make it more for the whole family to come
out and fly around in these carts with an electric go-kart motor ," Jonathan Murray said after the
vote; Murray represents the owner. In addition to the track, a small pit building will be
constructed for maintenance and storage associated with the track and the 24 electric go kart s.
The go cart motors used are electric and have a ton more torque than a gas model. Go kart
electric motors are inexpensive, quite, and have a lot of power. The project is within the year
flood plain so compensatory storage will be created on the far side of the wetland, as approved
by the wetlands commission. The track will be pitched inward so that any runoff can be
collected in a single location and go through a series of filters before being discharged to a
wetland at the rear of the site. TWO North students are on track to build an electric go kart that
will reach a hair-raising mph. That a lot of power for a go kart electric motor. Engineering
students John Wood and Hayley Blythe, from Sunderland, are currently developing the electric
go-kart motor and battery for the electric go kart , which will power their way to the Indianapolis
Mile Race. More than , racing enthusiasts attend the event every year and it is watched on
television by millions of viewers across the globe. John and Hayley, who are studying at
Sunderland University, have been set the challenge to design, build and race a fast and
energy-efficient electric go kart over laps. The go kart electric motors are very quiet but very
powerful. They were invited to compete after a visit to Purdue University in Indiana during a
conference with the Society for Motor Manufacturers and Traders. We have a great car with an
incredible electric go-kart motor and a strong team spirit, and real potential to compete well and
finish in a top position. After President Barack Obama said early in his presidency that we, as a
nation, must start building things again, San Clemente real estate broker George Fortin went to
work to build an electric go kart from scratch in the garage of his Talega home with a high
performance electric go-kart motor. Fortin, 55, said he was inspired not only by the words of the
president but also a personal conviction to live "greener. His parents learned quickly that no
household appliance was safe from their son when he had a screwdriver in his hand. He took
apart can openers and hairdryers and even made an electric scooter with the rotisserie motor
from his dad's barbecue. Fortin, who grew up in Diamond Bar, began "engineering" electric go
karts when he was about 11, including secretly taking apart his dad's first gasoline lawn mower.
But he didn't get serious until he upgraded an old motorized minibike. He said all the adults in
the neighborhood had off-road bikes and would regularly ride to the top of a particularly steep
hill. Limited by the small motor on his minibike, he was unable to tag along. But I made it work,"
Fortin said. Fortin, who has no formal training in design or engineering, has never stopped
making things, with dozens of self-propelled vehicles and electric go karts made and pulled
apart again â€” always salvaging the parts to make something better. Trial and error has shown
him what works and what doesn't, including gear ratios, chassis design, suspension and
steering assemblies. Fortin says he is driven by curiosity about how things work and making
things people can use efficiently and safely. His first Z-Kart had spoked bicycle wheels, but
when the motor torque and tight steering tests kept tearing the wheels off, he redesigned it
using dune-buggy wheels with motorcycle tires, along with other refinements. The garage is a
personal space free from negativity Apple and Microsoft did it. Deciding to buy your child a go
kart can be a difficult decision to make. If you have already decided to take the plunge, then you
may be trying to decide whether gas or electric go karts are the better choice. Electric go karts
have a number of advantages over karts powered by gas. This article will share with you those
advantages. Cheaper Electric go karts are usually much cheaper than their gas counterparts.
Go kart electric motors are easy to find. Safer Go karts that rely on gas for power can be
dangerous due to the fact that gasoline is extremely flammable. Most parents wouldn't be too
thrilled with having their kids handling gasoline. Even kids can safely handle the batteries
required by electric go karts. Environmentally Friendlier Everyone knows that burning gas
releases toxic fumes into the atmosphere. For the environmentally conscious parent, electric go
kart motors are the perfect solution. In addition to helping save the Earth, your kid won't be
breathing in any poisonous fumes while he's having fun in his new electric go kart. Noise The
engine of gas powered go karts make a lot of noise when running. If you live in a relatively quiet
neighborhood, this may cause problems with your neighbors. Electric go kart motors make
considerably less noise. Maintenance Maintenance costs for go karts powered by gas can add

up quickly. You will need a constant supply of fuel. In addition to this, gas engines are more
susceptible to breakdowns and oil leaks. With electric go kart motors , you can simply recharge
the battery time and time again. An electric go kart motor is very simple to get repaired. Easier
to Start. With electric go kart motors , you just turn the key and press the pedal. Go kart electric
motors have a ton of immediate torque. It's time to trade in the snowblower for the lawn mower,
and a new local program could help you put a cleaner running model in your garage. It may not
seem like you use a significant amount of gas mowing your lawn. A program in Polk County is
trying to change that with a lawn mower exchange. All it takes is a push of a button and the pull
of a lever for Office Specialist Gloria Walraven to start mowing the grass. She says, "You just
clutch it, pitch it in, and away it goes. She says, "This is very easy. I was really surprised.
People can bring an old working gas powered mower to Midwest Recovery Center in Bondurant
to be recycled. Then, you'll get a coupon from the county to buy a battery powered electric lawn
motor mower at a discounted rate. Becker says, "The whole premise is to get the less efficient,
more polluting gasoline lawn mowers out of circulation and go to something with a little newer
technology and less emissions. He says it happens for a variety of reasons, including lawn care
equipment. The EPA says that can cause breathing problems, especially for the young, old and
people with asthma. He says, "This is something the average person can do to help reduce air
pollution levels. He says, "It's not going to make a big difference the first year. We're only
looking to exchange about 30 to 35 lawnmowers. Becker says replacing one mower is equal to
taking one car off the road for 10, miles. He says the division will track who uses the electric
lawn motor mowers, and if the technology makes a difference. He says, "As the program grows
from year to year, if we get up to or lawn mowers exchanged, then we'd see a significant
reduction. She says, "It was very easy to handle. If you participate in the program, you can
choose from two models. A grant from Metro Waste Authority and the county are paying for the
program. Have you noticed? Spring has sprung almost and lawn care decisions need to be
made. Go Green Wilmette has some useful information that may be helpful whether you renew
old contracts, find new services, or plunge in and do it yourself. Pollutant levels are often higher
in metropolitan areas where there is concentrated use of lawn equipment. One gas mower emits
87 pounds of carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas, and 54 pounds of other pollutants into the air
every year. One mower running for an hour creates the same quantity of pollutants as eight new
cars driving 55 mph for an hour according to the Union of Concerned Scientists. More than 17
million gallons of gas are spilled each year in the refueling of lawn and garden
equipmentâ€”more oil than was spilled by the Exxon Valdez! In addition, million gallons of gas
are burned yearly by Americans mowing their lawns. Gas-powered lawn equipment, especially
gas blowers, used during the hot summer months contributes to ground level ozone when it is
the highest, which aggravates respiratory conditions and throws all kinds of noxious
substances into the air, according to the EPA. That is why Wilmette passed an ordinance to
protect our health forbidding the use of gas-powered leaf blowers from May September 30 on
residential property. Be sure to inform your lawn service of that restriction. Gas leaf blowers are
just a part of the problem. If just 20 percent of U. Many schools are now beginning to teach
classes whereby they do an electric lawn tractor conversion by using an electric lawn motor.
The concept is rather straight forward and more info is online on exactly how to complete the
job. The Environmental Protection Agency EPA calculates that a single gas lawn mower emits
the same amount of volatile organic compounds in an hour as a car driven miles. And because
lawn mowers are used predominantly in hot months when ground-level ozone is the highest,
they bring added misery to asthma sufferers. Each year, the EPA says that homeowners spill 17
million gallons of gasoline when refilling their lawn products, six million more gallons than the
Exxon Valdez spilled into Prince William Sound in Electric lawn motor mowers are not only
better for the environment because they create no exhaust emissions and run cleaner , they
also need less maintenance no spark plugs and belts and are easier to use no pull cordâ€”just
turn the key. The electrics also create considerably less noise pollution. Corded mowers also
carry the risk of running over the cord, although top models guide the cord to the side of the
handle to prevent that. And cordless mowers can present an environmental hazard if their
lead-acid batteries are not disposed of at a recycling facility. Most of the major mower
companies make electric mowers, as do many smaller manufacturers, including Sun-lawn,
Neuton, Homelite, Yard Machines and Worx. The difficulty is finding stores that carry them.
Locally, Home Depot carries one brandâ€”Homelite. Nick Redwood, department manager of
Lowes in Orange, Connecticut, says his store sells a maximum of four different models. He sells
only one for every 20 gas mowers. Bill Moore, webmaster for EV-world. John Longo of Milford,
Connecticut stopped into Lowes on a recent Saturday to purchase his second electric mower.
He says he bought his first 10 years ago, kept it for seven years, then went back to a gas
mower. The clincher for both Moore and Longo is the simplicity of use. She lives in Seymour,

Connecticut. The recent lifting of the low speed vehicle LSV ban in Quebec has shone the light
of discovery on another electric vehicle manufacturer getting ready to go gangbusters. In Ste.
Locally designed and manufactured, their vehicle, the Must HD2 has garnered interest from 50
municipalities within "La Belle Province" as well as from individuals. Company president,
Jacques Rancourt, says they've sold 15 trucks in the past week and a half since their legal
status changed and now expects to move units this year. Being an LSV, it's limited to 25 miles
an hour but has a 70 mile range. We think it's a pretty cool looking truck, seemingly capable of
handling a range of chores and so we wish the makers of this little brute, "Bonne chance! The
White House said the order, signed Tuesday, will trigger a review of the Clean Power Plan,
which seeks to reduce power plant emissions, and will rescind a moratorium on the sale of coal
mining leases on federal lands. Experts say coal's biggest problem isn't a shortage of the fuel to
dig or even climate change regulations but cheap and abundant natural gas. Gas prices
dropped as advances in drilling such as hydraulic fracturing, or fracking, greatly increased the
amount of gas on the market. For many utilities, that's made gas a more attractive fuel than
coal. From through , the coal mining industry lost about 60, jobs, leaving just over 77, miners,
according to preliminary Labor Department data that excludes mine office workers. In , Ohio
was ranked the 12th largest coal producer of the top 25 coal producing states, the ODNR
reported. Twenty companies operating 43 mines in 14 Ohio counties produced more than The
average number of coal jobs in was 2,, with 1, working directly in surface or underground
mines. In , 44 Ohio companies -- more than twice the number in -- operated surface and
underground mines in 21 Ohio counties and produced nearly The average number of Ohio coal
jobs in was 2,, with 1, jobs directly tied to production. Christian Palich, president of the Ohio
Coal Association, said Trump's actions means "a much brighter future for the coal industry.
Coal's share of the U. In Ohio coal-fired power plants generated about 59 percent of the
electricity last year, according to the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio. Gas was used to
generate about 23 percent of Ohio's power in , nuclear about 14 percent and renewables about
2. Gas and renewables have both made gains across the nation, and hundreds of coal-burning
power plants have been retired or are scheduled to shutter soon -- trends over which Trump has
limited influence. In Ohio, one gas turbine plant -- owned by American Municipal Power -- is
generating electricity. There are currently four gas turbine plants under construction. Another
six gas turbine plants are currently planned for Ohio and are expected to begin generating
power between and The Obama administration blocked the sale of new coal leases on federal
lands in January to determine if the government's coal program was shortchanging taxpayers
and exacerbating climate change by effectively subsidizing coal. In some cases, coal
companies bought leases for as little as 1 cent per ton under a program that's supposed to be
competitive but often involves just a single bidder. The royalties these companies pay to the
government on each ton of coal mined have remained unchanged since Under the moratorium,
the Obama administration was considering raising royalty rates as much as 50 percent. Trump
has put that proposal on hold. On Feb. Collectively, Trump's recent orders put the brakes on
Obama-era actions would have made it more costly for companies to get coal from public lands
and for utilities to burn the fuel. About 40 percent of coal produced in the U. Companies
operating in the Powder River Basin of Wyoming and Montana, the nation's dominant coal
region, control enough reserves to last 20 years. Even before the moratorium, many mining
companies were going bankrupt. They have voluntarily delayed their plans to lease tracts
holding 1. That's enough fuel to run the nation's coal-fired power plants for two years at current
consumption rates. The eight-state Appalachian region once dominated coal mining but now
accounts for less than 25 percent of production after hundreds of mines there closed. Mines in
the Midwest and South also have seen declines. Lease applications blocked by the Obama
moratorium included more than 1. Burning that coal would unleash an estimated 3. That's
equivalent to a year of emissions from million cars. And that is just a small portion of the federal
government's coal reserves. The moratorium had blocked the company's applications to lease
more than million tons of coal in Montana. Yet Marshall said more will be needed from Congress
for the industry to survive long term, such as investments in so-called clean coal programs
under which utilities could capture carbon from burning coal to keep it out of the atmosphere. In
Ohio, Robert Murray, chairman, president and CEO of Murray Energy -- which accounts for
about half the coal mined in the state, issued a statement in which he said he and his
employees are "extremely pleased. Murray, whose company was the first to file suit against the
Clean Power Plan, said the plan would have forced the closing of of more power plants and
increases in power prices. In , the mining industry saw an increasing number of companies with
market caps rising above 50 million for junior players, a huge number after years of declining
market caps and de listing for juniors. The survey looked at what issues of concern in
predicting the economic outlook for the mining sector in , and asked executives across the

Canadian mining sector for their say. Later, they literally destroyed the EV-1, allowing a few to
survive in places such as the Peterson Museum in Los Angeles. A later version, called EPIC,
was sold starting in ; it had double the voltage of the first one, extending the range past 50
miles, and switched to an advanced lead-acid battery pack. Chrysler had also worked on electric
cars back in the s, producing in cooperation with Jet a four-passenger electric city car, which
were purchased by some organizations but apparently never officially sold. Likewise, the Neon
was originally to be sold in diesel and electric versions. Even more prescient, or at least more
determined, was the Tag 2 group in Livonia, Michigan, a group of engineers that produced their
first electric vehicle in Mike Hofer, a North Dakota businessman, recognized the potential of the
little car, and assembled a group of investors. He then purchased the company and moved the
entire operation to Fargo in December of The Fargo factory manufactured its first vehicle in
April The volt GEM could accommodate two passengers and had a top speed of just 20 miles
per hour; however, less than two months later, a breakthrough in market conditions occurred
when NHTSA National Traffic Safety Administration designated a new class of motor vehicles:
the low speed vehicle called the neighborhood electric vehicle. Those living in the denser
environs of the city would probably want transportation other than the bus sometimes. In
November of , the first utility version of the GEM was produced. These became part of the fleet
of utility vehicles at Luke Air Force based, the largest fighter pilot training facility in the world,
near Phoenix, Arizona; as of , there were GEM vehicles in service at Luke, out of a fleet of
vehicles. By the end of , total production reached 1, vehicles; and by the end of June , the
monthly output had surpassed vehicles. By the end of December , total production had hit 5,
vehicles. At that time, a past Chrysler executive joined up with a competing electric-car
company. Some claim it was out of spite that DaimlerChrysler quickly acquired GEM; others
claim that it was, as DaimlerChrysler said, a matter of building zero-emission vehicles to
supplement the slow, expensive research into hydrogen power. By , the GEM line of vehicles
included both two and four passenger electric vehicles, as well as two utility vehicles with short
and long boxes. The curb weight of the two passenger machine was just 1, pounds, including
batteries; while the curb weight of the long box utility vehicle was just pounds more. Power was
the same for the GEM fleet: a 72 volt shunt General Electric motor and six, industrial volt
batteries. But the major selling point was the proprietary volt DC on-board charger, which
employed the standard volt AC house current. At that time, we drove the GEM cars at a
ride-and-drive event. They had plenty of torque, a hallmark of electric vehicles, and good
handling, partly because of the independent front suspension and rear trailing-arm suspension.
Rack and pinion steering gave a precise feel; having the batteries close to the ground probably
helped the stable feel. The width of just 55 inches was akin to â€” well, a golf cart. The range of
these vehicles was about 30 to 35 miles, dependent upon ambient temperature and terrain,
enough for local grocery shopping or even typical commuting; when stopped, the GEMs
consume barely any power, so stop and go traffic is not a problem. The rise of the price of oil
has only helped GEM. The battery pack in the current GEM vehicles is the gelatin type, with low
maintenance. The steering geometry has been reworked to allow even more precise steering;
and the responsive of the electric motor is better. There are even performance upgrades for
GEM cars and utility vehicles. Orange County and San Francisco, places that are friendlier to
electric cars, have done even better. The nice thing is you can call the manufacturer up in
Fargo. While there is still a proprietary on-board charger for GEM cars, they do, after all, have to
plug into something. Utilities appear happy with cars like the GEM, since they even out their
demand indeed, the Edison companies were proponents of electric cars in the early s. Normally,
utilities see peak demand during the day, and they need to have extra powerplants to fill that
demand; but those plants often sit idle at night, an apparently needless expense. The ideal
would be to either have less demand during the day prime air conditioning, industrial use, and
computer use times , or more at night. Overnight GEM recharging would provide additional
utility revenue without additional capital expense. So you want to change out the original 5 hp
electric motor and up it to the 7. Chances are you want to boost up the top speed, and avoid
having those lines of traffic build up behind you in the 35 mph zones! Through suggestions and
research, one company I would strongly recommend would be ride-4fun. You will understand
why as we go. Also, check on the shipping rates. Some parts suppliers have hidden
"processing and handling fees" for certain parts that can be extremely expensive. Also, check
on rebates for returning the core. It is extremely important that all due caution be used when
servicing your GEM. First and foremost, turn the main power control switch to "off" and use
wheel chocks on the rear tires. Use the manufacturer recommended jacking points to lift the
front right of the vehicle until the tire is just off the ground. Place a proper jack stand under the
frame in the jacking point nearest the front right tire without blocking the end of the electric
motor. Remove the tire, and set it aside. Make sure to protect the cable ends! Next you will need

to identify and then remove the mount bolts. If there is no sign of damage, proceed with the next
step. Be sure to not over tighten the bolts. Once you have re-connected the power cables,
double-check your work before remounting the tire and lowering the vehicle to the ground. Turn
the main power switch back "on". You aren't quite done! DO NOT attempt to continuously
operate your vehicle without reprogramming this unit. Remember to follow the instructions on
the video on their website. Always turn the main power "off" before performing any service on
your vehicle. Once you receive the re-programmed control unit, install it in the same position,
and complete all steps before turning the main power switch back "on". Your stock 5hp GE
electric motor is designed and programmed to perform at 5hp peak power for approximately 30
minutes. The increase torque to the wheels provides more efficient operation, added to the 14"
tires, you can expect as much as 35 mph, and better handling. Pope Benedict XVI, who has
made headlines with his high-style red designer loafers and his Gucci shades, is tooling around
the grounds of Vatican City in an electric car outfitted in luxurious Natuzzi Italian white leather.
The car, which bears a vague resemblance to a golf cart, has the papal seal on the front and
back and was made for short hops behind the walls of Vatican City. No word on whether there is
a papal putting green out there. While visiting with solar and electric car maker, Cruise Car Inc ,
whose manufacturing and sales operation is in his district, the lawmaker made a plea for a
national bipartisan effort to make the switch from fossil fuels to more environmentally-friendly
energy sources. Speaking to the company's employees and assembled media, Buchanan said,
"My sense is we've been misled as Americans in many ways for the last 25 years in terms of our
energy and where we're going to get it. Solar, alternate energy, all that stuff is possible; it'll
create jobs, it'll make a difference. While obviously not the transportation solution for
everybody, Cruise Car is doing a booming business. There's a 60 to 90 day waiting list for some
of their vehicles, which can go up to 62 miles on a charge and are powered by the sun, though
they can be plugged in for extra charging if necessary. The company is doubling its 10
employees this year and will be moving to a new facility and doing more hiring to keep up with
an exponential increase in demand. Hopefully, more of our representatives will open their eyes
to the many benefits of a greener economy and make the changes needed to speed things
along. The price of gas is getting out of hand everywhere. The customized vehicle can
accommodate 4 adults and comes with a police light bar and "Polis" markings. There are no
gears to shift, so operation is simple. The force is also considering implementing bicycles. On a
brisk Tuesday recently, we went with 10 pedalers to Indy. That explains the automotive-grade
brakes. Our bike also had a Volvo rear axle and a VW steering wheel. Its owners, brothers Brian
and Stephen Lindsay, say that chassis parts are different on each of their bikes. Our ride started
with acceleration testing. We went just an eighth of a mile before our winded, half-stewed
pedalers threatened to get off. We touched 12 mph briefly, then we experienced terminal foot
float, a sort of redline in which feet fly off the pedals. Also, we were gasping. We then settled
into a relaxed 5-mph tour of the city. Cruising faster than that or climbing a hill can get tough,
and working hard while drinking hard seems like a recipe for vomiting. The HandleBar is a novel
way to see a city and a fun means of staying busy as you get buzzed. As our blood-alcohol
content crept up, so did our cruising speed and the volume of our voices, the former reaching 7
mph and the latter nearing obnoxious. The Lindsays agree that bachelorette parties are the
worst. Tours book in two-hour chunks, and with time running low, we tried one last top-speed
run down a gentle grade. The speed readout flickered past 12 mph, and then the world went
dark. Maybe we blacked out. Or maybe we entered a tunnel and lost the GPS signal. Nobody
seems to remember. Lasers already help police spot speeders; soon, they could identify drunk
drivers, too. A team of Polish researchers has developed a roadside laser to detect alcohol
vapor. They aim across the road a laser with a wavelength that is absorbed by the vapor. But
there's also a competition for those who prefer vehicles that ride on rails, rather than travel on
roads. Competitors in the Delsbo Electric contest work toward the goal of building the most
efficient battery-electric rail vehicle possible. Held on a stretch of tourist-railroad track near the
town of Delsbo, Sweden, it's open to college students. This year, the winner was a sleek silver
railcar called Eximus 1, entered by a team from Sweden's Dalarna University. Eximus 1 achieved
an efficiency rate of 0. Delsbo Electric contestants have their entries' efficiency measured over
a 3. Eximus 1 completed the course in roughly 20 minutes, but only used its motor for only
seconds of that time. With steel wheels on steel rails, trains have have relatively little friction to
deal with compared to cars, and Eximus 1 took advantage of this by coasting for long stretches.
Delsbo Electric entrants must also be able to carry one to six passengers, with a minimum
average weight of 50 kilograms pounds per person. Since efficiency is calculated per person,
vehicles that carry more people are not inherently penalized. The vehicles demonstrated at
Delsbo Electric take efficiency to the extreme, but another technology under development may
be more applicable in the real world. Trains have used electric powerâ€”from overhead wires or

a current-carrying third railâ€”since the early 20th century. Now researchers at Britain's
University of Sheffield are trying to equip them with vehicle-to-grid V2G capability similar to
what has been proposed for electric cars. Trains don't have onboard battery packs, so the
electricity would be stored in external packs at stations, and the electric cars in their parking
lots. Researchers are in talks to set up a demonstration version of the systemâ€”called
TransEnergyâ€”on either the London Underground subway system or a British passenger-rail
line. Usually operating on trackage that railroads no longer need, they offer low-speed rides
through scenic vistas, including locations that tourists often can't reach by car. But along with
historic railcars on many lines come older engines, usually powered by diesel engines decades
old without a single piece of emission-control equipment. It seats 32 people, and its roof is
covered with square feet 9. The returning leg, downhill, requires little energy, although the
article doesn't mention whether regenerative braking is used to recapture the car's otherwise
wasted momentum on the return trip. The solar electric rail car is roughly 27 feet long and 6.
The electrical systems were provided by Hungarotrain, while GanzPlan contributed
documentation. In this article as you may have guessed I am going to explain how to check a
solenoid for problems. On a typical solenoid there are four post called terminals. There are
usually two large and two small. Battery voltage is applied to the two small terminals to activate
the solenoid which then connects the two large terminals together. From time to time the two
large terminals get buggered up and the solenoid needs to be replaced. To check the solenoid
is fairly simple though. First thing we need to do is disconnect any cables from the two large
terminals. Be sure to wrap the cable ends in tape and keep them separate from each other. Then
set your voltmeter to OHMS and place a probe on each large terminals see first image below.
With the key off and the cart in a neutral position there should be no reading. Now with the cart
in foreword position and key on step on the accelerator, you should hear a click coming from
the solenoid, if you do then set you voltmeter to OHMS and place a probe on each large
terminals see second image below. You should have a reading of 0 to 0. Anything higher and it
means that solenoid has buggered up contacts and should be replaced. If you did not here a
click coming from your solenoid then grab your voltmeter and set it to dc volts on the scale and
place a probe on each of the small terminals. With the key on and the cart in foreword step on
the accelerator. You should see pretty close to full battery voltage. If you do see full battery
voltage and there is no click, the coil inside the solenoid has failed and will need to be replaced.
If your meter remains at 0 then there is a problem somewhere else in the cart. NOTES: When
buying a new solenoid besure to buy one that matches your carts voltage, most golf carts are
either 36v or 48v. It will usally tell you on the side of the solenoid what voltage it is. If it doesn't,
we must first determine if activation voltage is present at the small terminals 1 and 2. Connect a
voltmeter across the connections at 1 and 2 and activate the system. To activate the system put
the car in the run mode, key switch on, car in forward and the accelerator pedal pushed. If your
voltmeter displays the system voltage and the solenoid does not "click", then the solenoid is
defective and will need to be replaced. Make the connection just like this. B The Golf Cart
Solenoid does not "click" and you do not read system voltage. This tells us that one of the
voltage potentials is missing at connection 1 and or 2. To find out which potential is missing,
leave the red lead of the voltmeter connected on terminal 2, the positive connection usually a
blue or red wire. However, wire colors may vary. Ensure proper diagnosis by using the correct
diagram for the make and year of your car. Place the black lead of the voltmeter to the battery's
negative post on the number six battery the last battery in series from the first positive battery
connection to the car. Activate the system as before, if your voltmeter reads system voltage, the
positive input is correct. This means the key switch, micro switches and wiring are good and
you are missing the negative input. Club Car Solenoid. Positive connection at terminal 2.
Continue the diagnosis process by connecting the black negative lead from the voltmeter to
terminal 1 and the red lead of the voltmeter to battery 1's positive post the first positive
connection to the car. Activate the system again. If you are not reading system voltage on your
voltmeter, you have confirmed that the battery negative is missing. Depending on the system
the car is using, the missing negative will need to be traced to its source. Some systems supply
the negative from a controller output or with some Club Car Solenoid , the onboard computer.
Most gas cars use the frame as "ground". Electric cars do not use a frame "ground". You can
determine the car's ground point by referring to the correct wiring diagram. Negative
connection at terminal 1. So let's say that we were missing the positive at connection terminal 2.
NOTE: Be aware that some cars use the key circuit as a negative circuit and adjust accordingly
as per the correct wiring diagram. You will need to trace voltage to each individual component
in that circuit and determine where the voltage is lost. If your car uses the diode in the solenoid
system, make sure you make the proper connections and orientation as the diode is
polarity-sensitive! Disconnect the cable from terminal 4 and lay it aside. Tape the end so it

doesn't come into contact with any part of your car. If the car uses a ohm resistor, remove and
tape the end of that as well. Place the negative lead of the voltmeter to battery 6's negative post.
Activate the system. If your voltmeter does not display system voltage, the secondary circuit's
contacts are defective and the solenoid will need to be replaced. Connect the voltmeter as per
step number two. The long-anticipated October offensive against the Satanic Cabal has gone
into full swing, Pentagon sources report. The biggest battle was an attack on the underground
base complex near Palm Springs, California. This was where self-described Satanist leader Leo
Zagami fled to avoid arrest in Italy. Zagami claimed he could summon demons and admitted to
eating human fetuses, and has been leading a campaign against Pope Francis. The attack on
the underground base was reported in the news as a swarm of close to earthquakes. However,
these bore the telltale signs of being caused by explosives and not natural processes,
according to U. Geological Survey sources. Israel is being forced to sign the nuclear
non-proliferation treaty and de-nuke as a condition for Middle East peace, they add. It was also
on this day that U. This offensive was telegraphed in advance on the Trump-anon mislabeled
Qanon website with the following pictures. One shows a Mickey Mouse watch with hands
pointing at 10 and 2 to indicate October 2 nd. The other is self-explanatory. However, Trump
remains in imminent danger of assassination, multiple sources say. They were referring to an
un-named relative of Trump PR assistant Hope Hicks, who allegedly was responsible for
contaminating Trump with a Mossad poison, hence the Covid positive test result, the sources
say. Jesuit sources say Pence has been flown to North Korea for personal protection. It would
not be beyond the realms of possibility the sitting president would be killed as part of this. The
remainder of this article is only available to members of BenjaminFulford. In my area â€”
Western Canada â€” The site was off line for at least an hour â€” It was okay 8 hrs agoâ€”when I
checked in about an hour ago â€” it was off-line. Just a regular citizen, like all of you here at the
AIM School of Truth, with the exception that as a graduate student, I happened to study under
Dr. Richard Rubenstein who opened my eyes early in life of what the steps to genocide look like
and how easily it is replicated in history. It seems like only yesterday when I was seated in one
of his graduate seminars as Dr. Is Kamala Harris an illegal alien? Team 48, do you see how the
face mask is an evil ritual that is being used to mesmerize, hypnotize the masses? Think about
Tavistock, mind control, global control, vaccines, 5G, the face masks and lockdowns. We are
being marched into world-wide genocide by sociopaths. You must stay awake. As you listen to
the instructions for putting on the mask, washing hands, etc. Satan has cast a spell on the
weakest among us â€” mass brainwashing. We must resist the mask as though all of humanity
depends on it. Important information below. Please watch the top 3 videos and read our
comments. We need at least 48 of you to stay awake as the globalists are literally trying to
brainwash the entire world into a mass hypnotic trance using the face masks. We are staring
down one evil beast â€” an attempt of global genocide. I did. Wow , so many comments and all
negative followed that hatchet piece too! Not cherry pickred or anything-lol- really , who
believes that level of one sided bias? How could they make such a bunch of nothings into
sometime? No wonder its so darn jumbled and boring, i. When caught they were hanged at the
docks in full public view to send a message to other sailors. On the pirate ships they were
extraordinarily democratic, operating as more of a collective. Captains were elected, they often
only got half a share more of any booty. The golden years were only about a decade around
When they boarded another vessel, most would not fight , the opposing sailors would be asked
how their captain treated them. I talked with ole Ed Teach? Blackbeard in my imaginations. It
was at that spot Blackbeard met his final demise and when his decapitated body was tossed
overboard , the legend says he swam around the ship a couple times before going down! The
pirates that underground cartoonist S. Tesla tried it out before realising what was happening
when everyone was exiting the building in panic thinking there was an earthquake. Scalar
waves, which flow at right angles to electromagnetic waves, are considered to be finer than
gamma or x-rays. I think of Ghost Busters.. I have the rife machine which has done wonders for
my health.. I am saving up for the scalar system.. Maybe it is up your alley? Martin Geddes via
his Twitter acct. Thanks very much for this link â€” I had not even heard of Judy Wood before
â€” see how easily a real heavyweight dissenting opinion is silenced.. This is a mad world. In
other words, its existence is unproven. You need to realize the CDC, during its own published
confession see below , is discussing this explosive situation in the context of instructing the
world how to perform the PCR test. They lie to us with bogus science about the vaccine, they
make us sick with the vaccine itself, then charge us through the nose to treat all the symptoms
the rest of our lives. Sadly it is all about the money. And when money is the only incentive, the
people always suffer. For those who live in Ontarioâ€¦. All the disappeared games consoles.
Hurrah for Linux Hi Trickydicky, Back in the day I always wanted a ZX81 â€” it had a mega
memory chip of 1K yes that is 1, bytes and the graphics were chunky back and white pixels.

Good to hear the Atari helped your son recover his speed. VIC20 was the computer as a youth, i
learned on the Commodore 64 which was the next one up. The kids on our street had a Dragon
32, Spectrum and Vic20s. I still have my Omega The best part.. Not all this lease our programs
stuff. The side of Breonna Taylor the public was uninformed ofâ€¦. The knives came out during
the vice presidential debate â€¦ and so did the left-wing, shall we call them, mistruths. Kamala
as Your V. Watch this First- Conservative twins [] Trump personnel office weighs asking
appointees to offer their resignationsThe White House Presidential Personnel Office is
considering asking nearly every political appointee in the Trump administration to write and
tender provisional letters of resignation right before the election, according to two senior
administration officials. The personnel office would then decide which ones to accept and
which to reject â€” giving President Donald Trump maximum flexibility in choosing his team in a
possible second term. Announcements are made of local events, how to get involved with
petition drives, connections in your specific community. Commission on Presidential Debates
Cancels Oct. Is Canada in the process of building extermination camps for its citizens? Beware
when you voteâ€” my handicapped son and I do Absentee voting. When looking up people from
the ballot on the net, I was deceived at least once. Be sure to put both of the people running for
office into the same search box to find out which one is republican or democrat. I lost one of my
votes because I was told a democrat was a republican on the web. This must be why PA Gov
Wolfe took away our ability to vote straight party ticket. Check it out.. Hath no man condemned
thee? Amazing Polly: A look at Hunter Bidenâ€¦.. In this video I pull on one tiny, under-reported
thread from that reportâ€¦.. Miss that discussion group! Soon an alternative to farcebook will
happen and farcebook will be a distant memory of the digital world as the alternative to AI
control emerges as I know will happen in time. Facebook will be like telegrams- still there but
little used. The FBI is supposed to be a non political way to fight interstate crime devoid of local
politics. They have instead harbored the criminals who serve them and used them to make a
government unto themselves and as such have out lived their purpose to the point where they
are beyond redemption imho! Fund the local cops and fight local crime first. See proof from the
CDC, below. Yet, astonishingly, the CDC openly admits to all this and more. Ask Billy boy
Gates- he is drooling at the idea of throwing a chip into that vax shot! The UK has a similar law
tooâ€”their own version of the get out of jail free card fer vax makers! I had not-the concept of
the self affixing nanobot was one of the most creepy things imaginable and the vid looks like it
just hard wires to a nerve ganglion! These puppies are truly scary! For the most part, we know
how dangerous using the GMO mosquitoes and when the mosquitoes bite injects more
nanobots into the bloodstream. Under Apartheid segregation Many Black school children
received a high quality education â€” paid for mainly by White taxpayers â€” not available in
most African nations. The integrated Kaizer Chiefs football club. In Kansas, you can drop off
your mail in ballot at the polls directly, send it in, or put it in the drop boxes located with 24 hour
surveillance cameras. If you have a mail in ballot sent to you, and you insist on voting again in
person, the you will be provided with a provisional ballot. BTW who encouraged people to vote
twice anywayâ€”Mr. Trump and Mr. Note, I provide the same courtesy that was provided to
Obama by calling him Mr. Mike Pence Destroys Kamala Harris. Deal of the Century. A swindle.
Nancy Pelosi absolutely hates President Trump. Pelosi is a Deep State Swamp creature. She will
say or do anything to stop Trump from continuing as president. Pelosi lives in the lap of
limousine luxury. Easy enough to become super rich if the game is rigged. Biden will not
answer the question, will he stack the court with a radical leftist if he is elected. The U. Musk is
claiming he will soon be able to do military missions at I also know Corey Goode because I have
his children. I speak about things I truly know and that I have witnessed and have evidence and
proof of. Full Disclosure is coming. I learned about the options for the immortal state of being
from the work that I was doing with a past life regressionist. On passing it was like a hologram
of light beings, multi faceted humans in sacred geometrical shapes. Tesla said the past,
present, and future are simultaneous. I accept and believe this even though the concept is hard
to understand. Yeah but if you pass on, we know now there is an option to ascend to the Lyra
state. I see by the newspaper above that the vaccine makers are absolved of legal sins in the U.
Any one know what year the British Government decided to let the vax makers off the hook and
free to make up anything they want in a vaccine? I want to know who is the leader and who is
their dog? Pence said it like it was, and Trump was too chicken for it. That does not make
Trump a bad president, but he could sure be a lot better politician. The dems are NOT winning
and they know it. If they knew they were winning, they would not be bothering with the 25th
amendment. Pelosi is squawking about the 25th becase she knows, without question, they are
going to lose even while doing their damndest to steal it. We highly recommend that you review
the filing as there may be information inside that can help you in your own lawsuits against the
government. Enlist religious leaders? Pence is a good speaker and he easily held the nasally

Harris at bay. Then the fly suddenly disappeared. I just could not bring myself to write about
this nefarious political manipulating in order to gain either sympathy to garner more votes, or
for some other political motives. For my readers, I will just say that I firmly believe this
presidential coronavirus nonsense to be a complete scam. I think he did contact
coronaâ€”partly because other people caught it the night of the debate alsoâ€” the people who
set up the stage caught it. Now, they say he has antibodies. I think he knew if he walked out in
the open he would eventually catch itâ€¦ and I assume he got a big dose of it.. Alsoâ€” he said
he felt better than he had in yearsâ€” a side effect of potent steroids.. Alsoâ€” as we seen with
Blasey-Ford. The virus is over by March Could you give some more info on that price hike? So
my answer would be, no, this should not have an effect on spot silver pricing. The price hike
was announced in March. Eagles are one troy ounce of. Proof coins are the more collectable
special mint grade above the regular price of Eagles with super nice finishing detail. I tried, I
honestly did. King James? What a tremendous opportunity! I find that highly improbable. My GF
showed me her latest mask purchase. It was made of cloth with a one way flapper valve built in.
Zero protection for others as nothing a you breath out gets filtered at all. Like many she does
not see that the point of it all is medically null and void. It really is that way with ALL the masks I
have seen. Mel K has worked for Donald Trump and knows all about him as a real man Not what
the Media likes to have us believe and she exposes the corruption of the Deep State and The
Cabal and gives us an insight to who has destroyed the world. Sharing with others. I knew quite
a bit of this Mel spells it out exceptionally well. Thanks for posting this! Right now, deep state
treasonous actors â€” including FBI director Christopher Wray and head of the CIA Gina Haspel
â€” have refused to declassify those documents in order to protect their corrupt, criminal
agencies. Donald J. Likewise, the Hillary Clinton Email Scandal. No redactions! The link
mentions treasonous mayors and governors as well. I noticed that Orthodox Jews in NYC are
not too happy with the latest rounds of restrictions and the net has many videos showing them
burning masks in cardboard cartons in the middle of the streets of New York City. They are
screaming and threatening to sue the crap out of mayor Bill DeBlazio. New York Jews burning
shit in the streets and wanting to sue? Does anyone follow this twitter account? Some are
extremely disturbing. I do also but there is a post about JFK Jr. Doubt it. The pics are great
though. From now through the election, follow President Trump. Stay away from all propaganda
media. Make sure your downline stays informed and engaged. President Trump is like Moses,
leading his people to the promised land. Do not be distracted by the evil media all around you.
This is how We the People get control of our nation from the Pilgrims Society. This is how we
can help the President lead us into a New World Awakening. Then what? After American
patriots drain our own swamp, we can assist patriots around the world to do the same. STEP 3
Executions and life imprisonment for treason, sedition, espionage. This EVIL must be
eradicated from the planet if we are ever to have planetary peace. Step 2 Run Nuremberg-style
trials on all of them. These can be done simultaneously around the country. No need to have
just one tribunal. We have hundreds of criminals that will need to have expedient trials. They
must be removed from their offices and positions immediately and await their trials in prison.
This was global genocide they were planning for us, patriots. Work it with us, patriots! If not an
attorney general, then President Trump calls martial law to defeat the domestic enemy in our
government. Treasonous Attack on American Civil Liberties. Trump Tweet: Wow!!! Big quake?
We knew this day would come, the nature of evil made it inevitable. It is now time for the good
and moral citizens of the earth to rise, like a Mighty Wind. Official statement by Nancy Pelosi!
Patriots Claim Crimes Against Humanity. Laura Ingraham IngrahamAngle Dr. Scott Atlas: These
lockdowns are a luxury of the rich. By Bill Sardi October 7, Final Words on Masks By Dr. Mark
Sircus DrSircus. I received my pre registered mail- in ballot today and its ready for the mailbox
tomorrow morning. I have been voting that way for many years as i had a reason to give to vote
that way I was considered Government Essential Personal that can be called in on emergency
any time. No reason has been needed to vote that way for several years now and if the votes
were all cast that way we would know that only the living were the ones still voting. And why is
this happening, but that the postmaster general was a biased pawn of Trump who messed up
the postal system. Got my gold coin today from Marylandâ€¦. I do agree on this one. The system
for pre registered mail in voting has had a good track record. The old mail in system was not a
majority system at all and required some identification up front to get a mail in ballot as well so
little fraud occurred. Whats a solar flare up? Its not a NOVA but micro nova. It will not explode
like a super nova but just cooks planets in its orbit. Earth is next closest to the galactic center
but mainstream says not to worry. Based on what? Why do you think they built all those
underground dumbs to run and hide in? We are all just passing through here, be it two weeks or
a hundred years. Use the time wisely. Find Joy in the moment, and let love decide. Understand it
all could end in an instant. I have crossed the veil twice already and I can assure you that body

death is not the end of the ride, but wasting what time we have here in fear and loathing is bad
way to go. I know of such a place, its an old cement mine and its in the mountains. If I were
determined I could work out a bug out plan on my own. So can others and so will others survive
as has happened many times before. The science is all there at Suspicious0bsevers. The
science is all there for those with eyes to seeâ€¦. Inside this link, he names names and puts
Washington State counties on notice â€” in a very public way. This is the kind of grassroots
efforts that we found to be successful in Michigan, but Jim is going to need your help. What was
the politically dominant party in this county. Where have you seen all the mess ups, long lines,
and inconvenient polling places the mostâ€¦Democratic areas thanks to Republicans that are
trying to suppress the vote. Open your eyes, I have been following this since Bush stole the
election in and short election trip to Ohio by Bush to rig the votes with verbal orders? How do
you explain that to the tourists visiting our world?! No wonder the tourists live underground
given to them by the politicians and elitesâ€¦. Walks like a dodo, talks like a dodo, sounds like a
dodo, must be a dodo! Tom Fitton is president of Judicial Watch, a conservative watchdog
organization founded in , which has made headlines bringing Freedom of Information Act FOIA
lawsuits to force the government to release evidence which may point to misconduct by
government officials. We wish Mr. Fitton the best of luck and know he will be a fantastic asset
for our nation! Lady Justice thinks Tom will do just fine. Michelle Obama Cries Racism. The
riots were peaceful, says the racially aggrieved former first lady. Well, so much for my worries
about them killing him. And I am suspicious about it all. My guess: Trump is going to start
cracking down on the deep state, the deep state got word of it and for some reason Trump
needed an excuse for better security. Newsom and his Auntie Nancy should both choke on each
othersâ€”â€”â€”â€”? And it is B. That is interesting because I saw where one astrologer thinks
something major will happen about the main stream media on or about October 15th. I would
love to see the main stream media be responsible to report honestly. It is not known which
anti-bodies the vaccine forms. Russia has still not made any scientific articles related to the
vaccine available for the public domain. Skip to content. Notify of. Newest Oldest Most Voted.
Inline Feedbacks. CNN graphic on right wing violence vs. Last edited 4 months ago by
zanderboy. Xinni the Pooh would love thisâ€¦notâ€¦. Last edited 4 months ago by vermithrax1.
The Dems know this is their last chance. They will stop at nothing. Thanks for the warning. Last
edited 4 months ag
instrument panel wiring diagram
audi tt r5
chevrolet tail light wiring diagram
o by wolfintimber. So what is this? Have you viewed Vid this of a nanobot attaching itself? Do
have to wonder how many times she has voted fer herself? Noon to 3PM ET. Hurrah for Linux.
Last edited 4 months ago by trickydicky. Branco Cartoon â€” Shut Door Policy Biden will not
answer the question, will he stack the court with a radical leftist if he is elected. Ok Lyta. So why
would he be doing this? More intriguing info. Tried to copy and paste a FB image. Another failed
attempt. Last edited 4 months ago by winifred. You can catch more flys with honey than vinegar
I was taught. Someone told me the declassed info is out. Anyone see where? In the session
they said there was a high potential for the solar flash to happen by March Thank you so much
for summarizing this. Its very appreciated. Hi Trudy, Fantastic! Another interesting
photoâ€¦WHO director in his spare timeâ€¦â€¦. No problem. No solid science to you reply or
problem solving What do you propose to do about it? For Intruthâ€¦:?

